
 
 
 
 
 

           
 
 
 
Management/Leadership 
 
QUESTION #1: -   How do you think management/leadership has changed in the past year?   
 

Response#1: There have been some recent promotions however most are based on “it’s your turn”, not 
based on performance or accountability in the previous role.  There is little accountability at 
the upper levels only the worker bees and we wonder why moral is so low.  Very little lead by 
example in this department.  We are in our second year q/o a contract, our Chief if not 
fighting for us, rather holding it back (12hr shift) is the rumor, a major moral issue to be dealt 
with. 

 
  
Response#2:  The worst I have ever seen it. 
  
 
Response#1: Quite honestly, I believe people (sworn) have been placed into positions where they lack the 

experience to perform, or just do not need to be there.  For example, several people with 
complaints from citizens and those who have open IA investigations were allowed to remain 
and some were even promoted.  Additionally, one “former sergeant” was allowed to skip the 
rank of lieutenant and be placed strait into a Division Commander’s (Captain) capacity – 
when there were numerous candidates who already had experience supervising several units 
as a lieutenant and would have been the better choice.  This person is the “now” Captain, 
William “Bill” Butler.  Furthermore, command staff has one great new addition:  Major Scott.  
Other than that, I feel as if the Chief and Deputy Chief are supporting the “good ole boy” 
system, rewarding whomever they choose and doing any7thing they wish, without regards to 
other employees’ experience and education, even when it exceeds their own ( in most cases, it 
does). 

 
Response#2:  Management and Leadership is an afterthought I believe the creditability of what this agency 

was founded on, no longer remains. 
  
Response#3:  I have not noticed much of a change. 
 
Response#4:  No response. 

 
Response#5: No positive changes seen. 
 
 
Response#1: We have a new chief that has catered to the city officials and had done next to nothing for the 

police officers.  We have a “filter” that stops or distorts the flow of information between the 
chief’s level and the officer level.  I believe this to be on Major Smith’s desk.  The flow of 
information seems to stop there. 

Response#2: Management has gone out of their way to make the working environment hostile and 
uncomfortable for most employees.  Command Staff is not receptive when confronted with 
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issues, and maintain a bully posture.  This bully posture trickles down to their lieutenants and 
sergeants, causing it to effect general employees.  It seems that most members of command 
staff have completely forgotten any law enforcement roots that they may have had.  They 
cannot relate to scheduling difficulties or stressful situations.  Feeding their own ego by 
shutting down two way communication with employees has damaged this agency.  This is the 
worst functioning, poorest decision making command staff or management team that I have 
ever seen or heard rumors of. 

Response#3: Terrible.  There is no communication and the people in these positions have no business 
being in them, Chief, Deputy Chief, Major and Captains. 

 
Response#1: Everything has stopped.  No one seems to be able to make decisions.  What happened to 

decision at the appropriate level?  Why does the Chief have to make all the decisions?  We 
have a Command Staff. 

 
Response#2:   I believe they have become more concerned with quantity and not quality. 
 
Response#3:  Other than different persons.  I don’t see a change in direction with change in personnel as it  
  relates to most management positions in the department. 
 
Response#4:  There is a lot more hands on leadership which appears to be a CYA thing instead of trusting 

your employees. 
 
Response#5:    They are working on some good changes, however it seems there is a lot of micro managing.  

Seems supervisors and member of command staff are “scared” to make a decision without 
approval of their supervisor.  You put supervisors in positions so they can make decisions.  
Sometimes they will make the wrong decision, but they should not be scared to make a 
decision. 

 

Response#1: Lack of communication between leadership and supervisors.  No clear direction on 
department goals and mission. 

 
Response#2: Being a patrol officer, I can only speculate.  I am sure you don’t mean “who” took what” 

position, but how the leadership perception has changed.  Patrol is the back bone to law 
enforcement.  More employees, more responsibility and in the public view more than any 
other division.  In the last year, Management has failed to back its Officers.  It has failed to 
keep the troops informed.  There has also been no attempt at rumor control. 
 
 In one recent example of how out of touch the management can be, A Lt. and the Chief were 
directly asked how this survey is going to be used.  The answer given:  information will be 
sued for budgeting and planning in order to prepare for things like “more retirees moving to 
our community”.  This was said by Chief De Leo.  Do you think we are stupid and will believe 
anything?   I must have missed the page two on the influx of retirees to a Tallahassee. 

 
Response#3:    It has gotten worse.  It was bad when Chief Jones was here, but it has gotten much worse.  The 

reason is obvious.  A new chief with a management style that does not work.  It needs to 
change, and change fast.  Sad thing:  Everyone that does not work on the 3rd floor sees it, but 
are too scared to say anything.  Those that work on the 3rd floor are either incompetent to see 
it, see it and don’t say anything, or just don’t care and have their head in the sand. 
 

Response#4: I think it has had few changes.  Management is either unaware as to what is going on below 
them, or they flat out don’t care.  IU think the new chief has great potential and the brains to 
bring positive changes, but I think he needs to understand major difference between this city 



(and the citizens that liver here) and the city he previously worked for.  I think he also needs 
to get people to tell him flat out what is going on and to take those issues to heart. 

 
Response#5:   I think that there is very little leadership on management’s part. 
 
Response# 6: New Lt., Sgts., and Chief, all great officers. 
 
Response#7:   Not much of a change. 
 
Response# 8: No support and command staff is out of touch with patrol officers and general members.  No  

change for the better has been seen.  Refuses to acknowledge 12 hours shifts are NOT 
Wanted! 

 
Response#9: Basically all new people.  Patrol Capts. are great and in touch with their officers, however 

they aren’t allowed to run their division.  Major Smith is a road block Why??  Communication 
from top down still sucks.  Ex:  Our officers are being recognized at City Hall and the DC puts 
out an email hour and half beforehand.  Really??? Unacceptable!  (Patrol Capts, only). 

 
 
Response#10:   I think they are holding officers more accountable.  I believe with contract negotiations are 

the recent high profile TPD events the leadership appears like they are not happy with the 
level of service officers are providing.  Officers believe they are not being supported by the 
higher ranks. 

 
Response#11: Lower levels are trying but decisions seen to sop at Major and/or Chief’s level.  Let lower 

levels make appropriate decisions. 
 
Response#12:   Executive staff seems disconnected from anyone below a Captain change is ok but employees  
  seem to feel changes are just forced on us without thought. 
 
Response#13:   Management has taken a large step back in the past year at TPD.  We are bowing down to 

what the citizens and the media want us to be and not what we should be and that’s a law 
enforcement agency.  The idea of customer service in a police department is a bad idea.  This 
is not Wal-Mart or McDonalds where the customer is always right.  This is a police 
department and we should be governing ourselves with management’s support that the 
customer might not be happy with the outcome.  Management should demand 
professionalism from the officers they lead and take effective action against the ones that fail 
to follow this.  Management supports the idea of officers hiding in parking lot and checking 
door watching the criminal element walk right past.  Officers fear management, as they don’t 
support the officers on the street.  Management has in the past year stepped away from 
leading from the front which I think has always been an issue her at TPD. 

 
Response#14:  Unable to answer. 
 
Response# 15:  More complicated more tasks, more liability, less ownership. 
 
Response#16:  Chief, Captain, Deputy are well prepared and nice and concerning.   Do a really good job.   

  Everyone  was very friendly. 
 
Response# 17:  Things have been brought to a standstill.  Decisions are only being made at the highest level 

and an agency of our size ad workload cannot function like this.  Members who have proven 
over the years that they have certain levels of expertise and knowledge regarding their 
assignments still want to get things accomplished in the most efficient manner and timeframe 
possible but it is not happening because seemingly everything has to go to the top.  It appears 
that even captains are out to the decision making loop and are only carrying out decisions 
made by those of higher rank.  I have never seen this agency brought to such a crawl. 

 



Response# 18:  Ultimately, the City Manager remains the same person.  We’ve had complete turnover in  
  Command staff which has brought a large amount of change regarding personnel. 
 
Response#19:   It suck. 
 
Response#20:   It seems to have gone away from standing up and defending officers, to appeasing the city  

Commissioners.  More focus has been put on CD, instead of patrol.  Management has finally 
gotten away from the “good oleboy” and “friends” and family” system. 
 

Response# 21:  There is a perceived lack of support by the senior leaders.  There is a perception of the  
  seniors leader being out for themselves.  We do not listen to our internal experts. 
  
Response#22:   More active, involved, hand on leadership. 
 
Response#23:   Lack of communication.   Perceived lack of support for he rank and file. 
 
Response#24:   I don’t think management has changed.  Though the names and faces have changed, the end 

goal of management has not.  The continued lack of support for officer has continued.  There 
is a lack of quality leadership at this agency.  Management is afraid to speak truthfully to the 
Chief and City Hall. 

 
Response#25:   Worse I’ve seen in almost 20 years. 
 
Response#26:   I have been here less than two years and have had two lieutenants and sergeants.  Each  
  Supervisor has a different skill level and personality but they all have the same philosophy for  

the workplace. 
 
Response#27:  The leadership we now have in place is very good but apparently they are not being allowed 

to lead.  There seems to be a bottleneck at the top and every decision has to go through the 
Chief.  This is a dramatic change and is not an efficient way to manage.  If we trust our 
leaders, let them lead.  If not, why did we pick them?  
 

Response#28:  Obviously with all the changes, there has been an adjustment period.  The biggest  
change had been flaw of communication.  It has been mediocre at best.  Everything is at a 
stand-still at the moment due to lack of communication.   

 

Response#1: I believe this Chief is taking an active role in the running of the Department. With Chief Jones 

we had no guidelines to follow no instruction on what he wanted for the Police Department. 

It seems that command Staff is fearful of making a decision on issues in their division, 

worried about what the Chief is going to say to them. The Department runs strictly on 

rumors, changes are made because someone heard that is what the Chief wants, but nobody 

checks to see if that is what he wanted or even meant. Changes are being made without a 

backup plan or having the new plan ready to do. This causes a lot of stress, confusion and 

empty positions that we have nobody to fill causing a shortage causing more work. Then on 

other items it takes way too long to take action (leaving Sgt. Positions empty, leaving FTO 

positions empty Leaving Training personnel hanging leaving spaces empty in CID ect)_ It 

would be a lot better that everyone is on the same page not making certain decision on a knee 

jerk reaction and not making decision at all. Under Chief Jones everyone in Command Staff 

ran the Department that wasn’t good either. 

  
Response#2:  Management has become more inept and lacking of true leaders. Too many “yes” managers 

with no leadership abilities. The Chief has placed people in leadership positions who are 



incapable of making independent decision and he has micro-managed them and the agency 
into stagnancy. There is a significant disconnect between management and the frontline 
employees. The line officers do not trust nor respect the Command Staff. Demographics and 
Friend and Family are poor criteria for selecting managers but it is the way it has been done 
and the result is no leadership. 

 
Response#3:   Almost all New command staff; “Gun-shy” maybe because of bad press in the pass; decision 

are slow, and at the same time there have been many changes. Hard to tell if all command 
Staff are on the same page. Happy with the 2 New Patrol Capts. Their communication and 
honesty. 

 
Response#4:   Management has gotten worse. I have been told by several Captains that information has 

been passed up the chain and never goes anywhere. A majority is stopped at the Major’s level, 
because the Majors or Deputy Chief never inform the Chief. The Deputy Chief has been here 
almost 25 years and should take a more active role, but instead, he just sits there and does 
nothing. The agency continues to promote poor supervisors and move them through the 
ranks. Once again, the Deputy Chief is aware, but does nothing. I have been at the agency for 
over 15 years and hold a ranked position and this is the worst leadership/management I have 
ever witnessed. The Deputy Chief could easily fix some of the issues, because he has been 
here 20 plus year and has a relationship with so many, but once again, he does nothing. The 
DC is probably the weakest one on Command Staff and will be one the major reasons why 
officers will leave and the agency will fail/fall under Chief DeLeo. 

 
Response#5:  Significantly over the last year or so. DeLeo appears to be much more hand-on that in the 

past. I was admittedly optimistic when he first got here that things were going to actually 
change for the better. Some of the picks for management excellent; others well not so much. 
A couple are obviously a level or two or three beyond their operation capabilities. City 
management is still driving the bus, which is unfortunate. 

 
Response#6:    Much harder for line and middle management To make a decision. The process seems to get 

scowed down to wear the command level. Sometimes no decision is relieved ever. 
 
Response #7:  Larger emphasis on policy revisions and compliance, verbal escalation, and public opinion. 
 
Response#8:  Too soon to tell in my opinion. There was probably a good bit that needed to be done, 

administratively. It appears some good people were promoted. Hopefully management will 
support its rank and file. Hopefully when 1 officer transgresses and does not follow standards 
and policies all of us will not be punished. Punish those that need to be punished not those of 
us that are doing our jobs and doing them correctly. I really dislike the knee-jerk reactions 
that lead to more and more training, most repetitive, that we do not need. 

 

Response#1:  There is no leadership in TPD. Management under McNeil was bad. Management under Jones 
was worse. Management under Deleo appears to be heading in a direction worse than Jones. 

 
Response#2:   Recently, there have been Sgts. Promoted that actually have experience doing police work 

from a ptrol perspective and are doing an outstanding job. However, there have been a few 
upper level management promotions where the individual is placed into a position where 
there supervise sectioned that they have never been in at an officer of Sgt level. Since then, 
the supervisor does not consult with those with experience in this section or division and 
runs it how they see fit with little to know experience in that section or division. 

 
Response#3:  No Response 
 
Response#4:  The relationship between management /leadership and employees has become very poor. 

Due to changes staff is mot kept informed by management/leadership, there is no 
communication from management/leadership. 



Response#5:    Change in the last year has been both for the good and bad. While it has been nice to have a 
new regime, new blood, and new ideas, management seems to always fall back on old ways. 
The last year has been the worst in my career as far as support for /against police. Rarely, if 
ever, does management public state that they support officer’s actions in what they do. 

 
Response#1:  I believe this Chief is taking an active role in the running of the Department. With Chief Jones 

we had no guidelines to follow no instruction on what he wanted for the Police Department. 
It seems that command Staff is fearful of making a decision on issues in their division, 
worried about what the Chief is going to say to them. The Department runs strictly on 
rumors, changes are made because someone heard that is what the Chief wants, but nobody 
checks to see if that is what he wanted or even meant. Changes are being made without a 
backup plan or having the new plan ready to do. This causes a lot of stress, confusion and 
empty positions that we have nobody to fill causing a shortage causing more work. Then on 
other items it takes way too long to take action (leaving Sgt. Positions empty, leaving FTO 
positions empty Leaving Training personnel hanging leaving spaces empty in CID ect)_ It 
would be a lot better that everyone is on the same page not making certain decision on a knee 
jerk reaction and not making decision at all. Under Chief Jones everyone in Command Staff 
ran the Department that wasn’t good either. 

  
Response#2:  Management has become more inept and lacking of true leaders. Too many “yes” managers 

with no leadership abilities. The Chief has placed people in leadership positions who are 
incapable of making independent decision and he has micro-managed them and the agency 
into stagnancy. There is a significant disconnect between management and the frontline 
employees. The line officers do not trust nor respect the Command Staff. Demographics and 
Friend and Family are poor criteria for selecting managers but it is the way it has been done 
and the result is no leadership. 

 
Response#3:   Almost all New command staff; “Gun-shy” maybe because of bad press in the pass; decision 

are slow, and at the same time there have been many changes. Hard to tell if all command 
Staff are on the same page. Happy with the 2 New Patrol Capts. Their communication and 
honesty. 

 
Response#4:   Management has gotten worse. I have been told by several Captains that information has 

been passed up the chain and never goes anywhere. A majority is stopped at the Major’s level, 
because the Majors or Deputy Chief never inform the Chief. The Deputy Chief has been here 
almost 25 years and should take a more active role, but instead, he just sits there and does 
nothing. The agency continues to promote poor supervisors and move them through the 
ranks. Once again, the Deputy Chief is aware, but does nothing. I have been at the agency for 
over 15 years and hold a ranked position and this is the worst leadership/management I have 
ever witnessed. The Deputy Chief could easily fix some of the issues, because he has been 
here 20 plus year and has a relationship with so many, but once again, he does nothing. The 
DC is probably the weakest one on Command Staff and will be one the major reasons why 
officers will leave and the agency will fail/fall under Chief DeLeo. 

 
Response#5:    Significantly over the last year or so. DeLeo appears to be much more hand-on that in the 

past. I was admittedly optimistic when he first got here that things were going to actually 
change for the better. Some of the picks for management excellent; others well not so much. A 
couple are obviously a level or two or three beyond their operation capabilities. City 
management is still driving the bus, which is unfortunate. 

 
Response#6:   Much harder for line and middle management To make a decision. The process seems to get 

scowed down to wear the command level. Sometimes no decision is relieved ever. 
 
Response #7:  Larger emphasis on policy revisions and compliance, verbal escalation, and public opinion. 
 



Response#1:  For the worse extremely disappointed in the sections. The chief has divided the agency 
within a year. Please Leave! 

  
Response#2:  Top management needs to be fighting for doing what is right as opposed to what is politically 

correct. They also, along those same lines, need to be trying to do what is best for us 
employees instead o trying to force things upon us (such as 12hs shifts & taking over off duty 
employment). Happier employees always result in better customer service. 

 
Response#3:   It has become even more disconnected and isolated from patrol. Questions are not 

encouraged. Communication is poor. A chief who comes and sits in the back of the room at 
check on-not standing up or going to the front is not open for questions /concerns. We have 
lost faith and respect. 

 
Response#4:   It seems as though the decisions for promotions have led to a system of poor decision 

making. It’s as if supervisors are afraid to make a decision or be trusted to make a decision. 
This fear of making the “wrong” decision has made simple tasks more difficult. 

 
Response#5:    A new chief has come to the agency believing that it is broken, and he is attempting to fix it. 

There are things that need to be fixed/changed, but everything is not broken. 
  
Response#6:   “Leadership” has continued to erode to the point of almost non-existence. Management has 

appeared to be anti- employee in most circumstances and does not stand up for employees 
who act in accordance with policy and training if it is not politically convenient. With the 
exception of doing away with Friday overlap, all of the policies implemented or proposed 
have been to the detriment of employees (e.g., 12 hour shifts, Department run off-duty, 
continued issues with P1 & CDA). 

 
Response #7:  Larger emphasis on policy revisions and compliance, verbal escalation, and public opinion. 
 
Response#8:  In the years I have been here, and as rare as it is because you can count the good ones in one 

hand, I have had the pleasure of working for several supervisor’s that were leaders through 
and through but that usually stops at the lieutenant level. From Captain and above, with 
exceptions, there is a level of negligence and /or incompetence due to being put in a position 
of “leadership” and good decision making when they have never possessed that skill to begin 
with. I will admit some things can be taught but as a whole command staff, this is not the case, 
due to either the next rank above them refusing to teach them, them being put in a position 
that is beyond their capabilities, incompetent selection/hire to fill a demographic to appease 
city hall, another “yes” man/woman in a high ranking position or due to the chief being such a 
micro-manager that even the competent command staff members cannot make their own 
decision due to fear of reprisal from the chief or having their decision overturned. 

 
So in summary, management has changed by poor selections to command staff positions and 
their lack of good decision making, and the chief being such a micromanager that he does not 
allow people he has selected to be decision makers to make decisions causing most processes 
to be slowed down due to his lack of trust in the people that work for him. 

 
As far as leadership goes, in my opinion there is none. There is a difference between 
leadership and dictatorship and right now, it is the latter which is sad because this use to be a 
place people enjoyed working at and believed their supervisors supported them. 
 
Response#9:  It appears that management /Leadership is now holding everyone responsible 
for their actions. This has changed over years past. 
 
Response#10:  How people in top positions lead to finish ideas. Change difficult for some. 
Staffing study completion 8-10 yrs. ago not followed, proactivity decreased as calls increased 
not enough officers. 

 



Response #11:  No Response 
 
 

Response#1: I have been pleased with the changes and selections with leadership.  I feel as if Command 
Staff has the right personnel assigned.  I no longer see the some of the Command Staff leading 
by threats to where no one feels comfortable about expressing ideas that could lead to great 
changes within the department. 

 
Response#2: Too much micro managing going on, which does not allow for real police work to be done.  

The troops do not feel as if management will stand behind them if involved in a use of force 
incident and many are waiting to see what happens with Office Mahan.  It is truly am US   vs.  
Them  environment instead of a family environment now. 

 
Response#3:     None,  can not tell. 
 
Response#4: Upper chain for the good (Chief, DC, Majors other chain (Cpt. Lt., Sgt. Director, Managers)  
  seem stagnant and sometimes opposed to change for the better of TPD. 
 
Response#5:     A step in the right direction.  New leadership is what was needed.   
 
Response#1: There has been a great deal of change.  It is still too soon to tell what direction we are going 

in.   

Response#2: Many positive changes have occurred in the last year to include new ideas, new leadership 
and new opportunities.  That being said, the intense micromanagement from the very top of 
the organization couple with a work slowdown because of that is slowing crippling TPD. 

Response#3:  I feel that there were several deserved promotions within the department that made sense to 
most of us and was a welcome change from some of the previous promotions that saw people 
that were obviously not the most qualified being rewarded.  There was still some of this 
happening, but on a much smaller scale. 

Response#4: It’s in a vacuum.  The department is being micromanaged.  Moral is at its lowest level.  The 
rank and file thinks the Administration is a “joke”. 

Response#5: Very new and some have goals for themselves in mind.  Therefore, some do not want input 
from others that have just as much LEO experience. 

Response#6: Are you planning to post results for everyone to see?  I didn’t think so.  Lost the trust of the 
others.  Absolutely no support from Command Staff, focused on disciplining officers.  Thanks! 

Response#7: I think that from the rank of Captain and down we are on target and individuals communicate 
to take care of the needs of the agency and each other.  I think that above the rank of Captain 
there is NO communication and a micromanagement style of supervision.  This is detrimental 
to the department and is absolutely killing morale.  We have individuals that are 100% about 
TPD and the mission but are now very negative for the first time in their careers (20 year + 
officers) due to the lack of support and communication from the command staff. 

Response#8: Management is more closed off, they project an “us v them” approach there is less 
communication.  Management talks at officer not to them.  Minds are made up and decisions 
are made before pretending to talk to those who would be affected by changes that are made. 

Response#9: A massive change in personnel has caused massive disruption within the agency. 

Response#10: It seems as if command staff is scared to make any de4ciwion independently for fear of  



offending the new Chief.  Simple decisions that could be made by a SGT are now 
micromanaged to the highest level.  I think the chief has come in trying to make the 
department like his old one and hinders forward progress until he has wither changed or 
evaluated every way in which the department works, even if something has worked well 
since the beginning. 

Response#11: There has and is a level of you scratch my back I scratch yours in management/ leadership.  
There are many caring qualified members of this department who are overlooked because they 
refuse to kiss up or do not have a personal agenda to help promote them in the eyes of those at 
City Hall or in the Chief’s Office.  The officers come to work and put up eith a lot, taking all that is 
placed on them.  

Response#12: I think the accountability and interest in the activities and functions of the department have 
gone from virtually none amongst Executive Staff and parts of Command Staff to engaged and 
interested.  This is a very positive change.  I also believe we have become paralyzed by 
micromanagement and an overly – heightened fear of making inconsequential minor errors, 
such as spelling and grammar, typographical errors.  This paralysis slows department 
functions and communication to a crawl, impacting operations, planning, and the relationship 
between members and management.  Our mission and effectiveness are demonstrably 
affected by this problem. 

Response#13: While the Command Staff has completely changed, I’m not sure anything has but the people in 
the positions.  The big change is the talk of “accountability”, but aside from very small sample 
size, that appears to be just talk, so far……………… 

Response#14: Command Staff does not make any decisions in a timely manner and they get involved in 
small minor matters where supervisors low in rank can deal with. 

Response#15: Appears to be very crippled, proactive. 

Response#16: Micromanagement, all decisions are made at the top instead of lower levels with more 
understanding of issue. 

Response#17: We are led by a Chief that is beyond a micromanager.  He will not allow any decisions to be 
made by anyone below him and he questions everything.  Every supervisor is afraid to make 
a decision and so it becomes a huge issue when trying to get work done.  There is no 
leadership at the top anymore.  There are some supervisors that are true leaders and others 
will follow them but for the most part supervisors are just puppets and have no true ability to 
do their job. 

Response#18: Obviously the command structure has changed significantly since Chief DeLeo was hired.  His 
dogged approach to holding folks accountable for their actions/inactions is refreshing.  I do 
wonder, however, how long it will be before the PBA starts pushing back.  As long as 
commanders hold their supervisor accountable, and supervisors do the same for the 
subordinates, we will excel as a public service agency. 

Accountability 
 
QUESTION #5:   In what ways are you held accountable for meeting your performance goals?    
 
Response#1: I believe I am held accountable by either the job is done or not, small squad, everybody 

knows who works and who hides.  Overall I think that I have been evaluated fairly large part 
of my career. 

  
Response#2: Patrol has no goals.  Answer calls and go home alive. 



Response#1: I am held accountable for the work I do, as well as the work of other units (which makes no 
sense at all).  Everyone should be held accountable for what THEY do and instead of being 
“beaten down” by those “in power”, questions should be asked and a mutual solution sought 
instead of the “he said, she said” and talking behind one’s back that has been going on in the 
Department for the past year. 

 
  
Response#2: No response. 
 
Response#3:     I’m not.  I can go call to call all shift or ride and community policing and the result is the same. 
 
Response#4:  My supervisor tells me what is expected of me and I try to go beyond the standard.  However, 

this does not matter as I receive the same pay/benefits as those who do not do their jobs 
properly.  Where is the encouragement to do more than the minimum when low performers 
have just as much of a chance to go to CID or be promoted? 

 
Response#5: I hold myself accountable for all my decisions that I make and I make sure I can handle the  
  outcome. 
 
 
Response#1:    Supervisor, se3cond line supervisor, co-workers . 
 
Response#2: Not at all.  Depending on who you are, determines if you are accountable for meeting goals.  

Hard work or no work has nothing to do at all with being held accountable.  It has to do with 
internal relationships. 

 
Response#3: Not the same as our command staff. 
 
 
Response#1: No response. 
  
Response#2 There is none. 
 
Response#3:     Mostly through personal accountability regarding pride in work ethic. 
 
Response#4:  Sgt. Has expectation and they are communicated to me. 
 
Response#5:  No response. 
 
 
Response#1: Performance evaluations. 
 
Response#2: Officers in general are not held accountable.  There are employees in patrol who work harder 

getting out of working than doing their job.  When brought to supervisor’s attention, we are 
told it is our responsibility (officers) to get those employees to do their job.  I am responsible 
for me and my work ethic. 

  
Response#3:     None.  I come to work, answer my calls, find my special spot to do my paperwork, and go to 

the  next call.  I am accountable for my actions/goals. 
 
Response#4: It depends who you are.  I am held accountable for what I do and don’t do.  Others of same 

rank are not held accountable.  This depends on who they are, if they are buddies with their 
supervisor, or other factors that I wish not to speak of. 

 
Response#5:     No response. 
 



Response# 6: The expectations of my supervisor are given daily. 
 
Response#7:   Through self-motivation and supervisor review. 
 
Response# 8: Evaluations. 
 
Response#9: I’m expected to document work performance and ensure employees are doing their best for 

our citizens.  Any issues or requests from supervisor are expected to be completed in a 
reasonable time. 
 

Response#10:   Evaluations really don’t mean anything. 
 
Response#11: Not established goals with anyone but myself.  I hold myself accountable. 
 
Response#12:    Direct supervisors are very in tune to m performance. 
 
Response#13:  I am not held accountable at all.  As long as I meet my set goals by the end of the year and  
  don’t get complaints then no one cares. 
 
Response#14:    I’m going through FTO right now so my job is all about meeting performance goals.  I’m 

 graded each day based on what I’m doing right and wrong. 
 
Response# 15:   Goals, critique, little accountability. 
 
Response#16:   Disciplinary held on your record. Evaluations.  No communication beforehand. 
 
Response# 17:  The things I am responsible for are rather obvious if not accomplished.  Once assignments are  
  given I generally know what and how to accomplish or I seek guidance. 
 
Response# 18:  Unit expectations. 
 
Response#19:  There is not trust in your supervisor.  You are all real guilt before they talk to u. 
 
Response#20:  N/A 
 
Response# 21: Evaluations and peer group leaders. 
 
Response#22:  Regular evaluation by supervisors. 
 
Response#23:  Through evaluations. 
 
Response#24:   We only have one goal that has been readily demonstrated to us as employees that goal is not 

to do anything that could cause public opinion.  When the minority cry out with unfounded 
accusations this department (i.e., Chief and City Hall) fail to support the officers. 
 

Response#25:  We are expected to protect the citizens of the city but get little support or backing. 
 
Response#26:   No Response. 
 
Response#27:   I am held accountable in weekly meeting, both by my direct supervisor and his supervisors.  

Open discussions of tasks are reviewed and progress reports given.  I am also help 
accountable by my yearly evaluations (and quarterly checks for evaluation). 

 
Response#28:  Through evaluations and follow up discussions. 



Response#1: My sergeant provides me with feedback on good and bad things that I do white working.   I  
  get Positive and negative feedback on what I do. My sergeant meets with me quarterly to ask  

me what she needs to do to help me with my goals. My sergeant encourages me to attend 
school and encourages me to do GO 5. 

 
Response#2:  By doing my job. If I make a mistake I can count on being disciplined/counseled. 

Unfortunately management is not held accountable in the same way. Incompetence is 
ignored, denied and accepted at the management level. 

 
Response#3:     Everyday by my Sergeant. Being on time; Uniform Appearance; Report writing; following 

proper procedure and policy; customer Service and leading people better than we find them. 
Also being a team player on the Squad and helping with job responsibilities. 

 
Response#4:  The Chief and DC talk about accountability, but selective enforce it. For the most part, officers, 

investigators, supervisors and management can do whatever they want and as long as it does 
not go bad, management does not care. The Chief and DC are well aware of numerous issues, 
but fail to address them, until it goes bad and then they will blame someone. I believe this is 
one of the major reasons why the agency had gone downhill so fast in the last year. The Chief 
and Deputy Chief make decisions on promotions, transfers, etc. against what the supervisors 
below them say. 

 
Response#5:  Me personally, I have an excellent supervisor with whom I have worked with before. This 

supervisor lays out his/her expectations for my performance, assists me with obtaining any 
resource I might need, and gets out of the way so I can get the job done. I count myself 
fortunate considering others who may not have someone as competent. 

 
Response#6:  Thru employee evalutaions 
 
Response#7:  No Response 
 
Response#8:  My Sgt has standard he expects each of his officer’s to meet each year. He clearly explains 

what these are. My job performance evaluations are directly tied to these as well as my daily 
performance as a TPD officer. He strives to make our unit a source of pride for TPD by 
requiring us to do more than previous Sergeants have on a yearly basis. 

 
 
Response#1: I am subjected to receiving a low evaluation which would be used to block any promotion or 

transfer to a specialize unit. 
 
Response#2:   I am only held accountable when the goal, when not achieved, will look poorly upon my 

supervisor. Otherwise, there is not accountability. 
 
Response#3:    No Response 
 
Response#4:  Yearly evaluation and routine contacts With supervisor 
 
Response#5: Stats are frequently run to show productivity. I am rarely held accountable, and neither are 

other members of my unit. Some members are very active and constantly busy. The others do 
little, and are never completing cases in a timely manner. Yet there is no accountability for 
both sides. 

 
 
Response#1: My sergeant provides me with feedback on good and bad things that I do white working. I get 

positive and negative feedback on what I do. My sergeant meets with me quarterly to ask me 
what she needs to do to help me with my goals. My sergeant encourages me to attend school 
and encourages me to do GO 5. 



 
Response#2:  By doing my job. If I make a mistake I can count on being disciplined/counseled. 

Unfortunately management is not held accountable in the same way. Incompetence is 
ignored, denied and accepted at the management level. 

 
Response#3:     Everyday by my Sergeant. Being on time; Uniform Appearance; Report writing; following 

proper procedure and policy; customer Service and leading people better than we find them. 
Also being a team player on the Squad and helping with job responsibilities. 

 
Response#4:  The Chief and DC talk about accountability, but selective enforce it. For the most part, officers, 

investigators, supervisors and management can do whatever they want and as long as it does 
not go bad, management does not care. The Chief and DC are well aware of numerous issues, 
but fail to address them, until it goes bad and then they will blame someone. I believe this is 
one of the major reasons why the agency had gone downhill so fast in the last year. The Chief 
and Deputy Chief make decisions on promotions, transfers, etc. against what the supervisors 
below them say. 

 
Response#5:  Me personally, I have an excellent supervisor with whom I have worked with before. This 

supervisor lays out his/her expectations for my performance, assists me with obtaining any 
resource I might need, and gets out of the way so I can get the job done. I count myself 
fortunate considering others who may not have someone as competent. 

 
Response#6:  Thru employee evalutaions 
 
Response#7:  No Response 
 
 
Response#1: By my peers. I work hard because I believe in this job not because the chief is yelling at me or 

the white letters coming from IA. What happened to TPD? 
 
Response#2:  Evaluations are done on a consistent basis and my Sgt gives verbal feedback on a regular 

basis.  
 
Response#3:     Yearly evals, performance. 
 
Response#4 I am always held accountable but not everyone is. There is a system of unfair promotions, 

accountability, and discipline throughout this department. 
 
Response#5: Through the applicable PMP grading areas. Through supervisor intervention on a day to day  
  basis. 
 
Response#6:  No response 
 
Response#7:  No Response 
 
Response#8:  Reviews, encouragement from supervisors, peer attitude. 
 
Response#9:   My yearly evaluation but am held accountable daily by my supervisors. 
 
Response#10:  MP/Performance evaluations, favorable duty assignments, Etc… 
 
Response#11:  Not sure what performance goals are so I am prob not accountable. 
 
Response#1:  Doing the job I was trained to do, not to be held accountable because the chief is afraid to lose 

his  job. 
 



Response#2:  Doing what the tax payers are actually paying us for, not getting involved in things we should 
not be inserting ourselves into. It’s ok to say no to the public on some things. Great service is 
doing what the client actually expects, not going to everything under the sun .When officers 
are busy on things they should not be involve in, the citizens as a whole get a lower level of 
service. 

 
Response#3:     Calls for service, zone ownership, personal motivation/ attitude. 
 
Response#4     Doing my job and getting along with fellow employees. 
 
Response#5:    Abiding by all law, case law and policy. Treating the public with respect. Carrying out the  
  orders of my chain. 
 
 Response#6:  No Response 
 
Response#7:   Properly completing tasks within a reasonable time frame and fairly and equitable enforcing 

laws within the community. 
 
Response#8:  Zone ownership, personal performance, personal attitude, work ethic, accountability for 

reports. 
 
Response#9:  My work product, my actions and interactions with people. To clarify, if in the course of being 

accountable for “my actions” I make a mistake, I should own the mistake and receive fair 
judgment and not have that judgment be given due to outside pressures to do so. 

 
Response#10:  My actions, personal and professional my ability to do my job effectively. 
 
Response#11:  Answer calls in my zone, district. Proactive policing when I can (no slugs). 
 
Response#1: I have been pleased with the changes and selections with leadership.  I feel as if Command 

Staff has the right personnel assigned.  I no longer see the some of the Command Staff leading 
by threats to where no one feels comfortable about expressing ideas that could lead to great 
changes within the department. 

 
Response#2: Too much micro managing going on, which does not allow for real police work to be done.  

The troops do not feel as if management will stand behind them if involved in a use of force 
incident and many are waiting to see what happens with Office Mahan.  It is truly am US   vs.  
Them  environment instead of a family environment now. 

 
Response#3:    None,  can not tell. 
 
Response#4: Upper chain for the good (Chief, DC, Majors other chain (Cpt. Lt., Sgt. Director, Managers) 

seem stagnant and sometimes opposed to change for the better of TPD. 
 
Response#5:    A step in the right direction.  New leadership is what was needed.   
 
 
Response#1: Self-motivation.  Wanting to do the best that I can in what I’m doing. 
 
Response#2:  Supervisor’s meet with you, but the entire department is a standstill due to contract being  
  stalled, no backing form management as they sit on the 3rd floor not communicating with the  

backbone of this agency.  There is no desire to meet performance goals and many officers are 
coming to work to collect a paycheck instead of doing police work in the past 12 months. 

 
Response#3:     A lot, have to know matter what. 



 
Response#4 Quarterly standards, disciplinary actions and annual evaluations. 
 
Response#5: Direct supervisors and peers.  My own work ethic is first. 
 
 
Response#1: I’m not really sure how to answer this except to say that I am held accountable.  I am subject 

to transfer, discipline, and documentation in my evaluation. 
 
Response#2: I do not believe that I am. 
 
Response#3: My supervisor makes assignments and trusts that I will fulfill what is required of me.  I am 

trusted to complete my tasks as a matter of personal pride with the understanding that this 
trust can be lost if I do not put forth the necessary effort needed to accomplish my 
assignments. 

 
Response#4 By expectation and job performance. 
 
Response#5: No response 
 
Response#6: I hold myself accountable for my performance goals.  I do this job because I believe in helping 

people not because the Chief said I should. 
 
Response#7: Through performance evaluations and direct observations made by the supervisors. 
 
Response#8: Held to policy and procedures, held to job requirements and assignments by supervisors. 
  
Response#9: Annual evaluations, supervisor feedback, intangible benefits; fear of 

termination/reassignment to less desirable working conditions as punishment. 
 
Response#10: Yearly evaluations along with qualifications of the person for which you are hired.  There is a 

task list holding all responsible for the given position along with expectoration of you holding 
some supervisory positions when the supervisor is out of the office with no given pay or 
incentive. 

 
Response#11: My performance goals are directly related to the Department’s presence and performance in 

the community via the events TPD members staff.  Any failures directly impact the event and 
the community. 

 
Response#12: Not really and as far as from the department.  The only way I’m personally held accountable 

for my goals is from myself. 
 
Response#13: You are not held accountable. 
 
Response#14: Performance reviews are made on each case I am assigned –I am still in training. 
 
Response#15:    I don’t meet my goal I will be disciplined. 
 
Response#16:  Direct correction of improper task completion.  Re-training or punishment for egregious 

actions. 
 
Response:  (#17-18) No response. 
 
 
 
 



I should be held accountable for: 
 
Response#1: My job:  No more or less than my Supervisor or Management, your product will reflect your 

efforts. 
 
Response#2: No response. 
 
 
Response#1: ONLY WHAT I DO. 
 
Response#2: No response. 
 
Response#3:     Handling calls in an efficient manner, not allowing calls to hold for lower priority issues.   

Calls for service are routinely held so officers can go on “break”.   There have even been 
instances of sergeants breaking officers from calls so they can go on break.  Those calls then 
hold until someone else responds.  This is a huge disservice to the community who expect a 
higher level of service.  Breaks are not a guarantee and should be taken as calls allow.  
Sergeants have a responsibility to ensure that this behavior does occur, not enable it.  Officers 
need to be held accountable for doing their fair share of the workload.  They should not be 
allowed to hold calls, that don’t require a report, while their squad mates hassle around.  
Allowing this to occur fosters a negative environment and creates competition to see who can 
do that least amount of work.  I’m not indeed and I truly enjoy coming to work, there are just 
certain aspects that desperately need improvement.   

 
Response#4:  Showing up to work and trying to provide the best service I can on every call.  
 
Response#5: My daily work task and assignments. 
 
 
Response#1:     Myself and not command staff actions or beliefs. 
 
Response#2:     For preforming my assigned work tasks, being a proactive investigator, be willing to assist 

any aspect of this agency should if need support. 
 
Response#3:     Policy and procedures, service standards, conduct, court appearances, job performance. 
 
 
Response#1: Coming to work ready and eager to do my job.  Producing quality work and solving crime. 
 
Response#2: Not doing work.  Quality of work. 
 
Response#3:     Their performance. 
 
Response#4:  My case load and helping unit and officers. 
 
Response#5:  Daily responsibilities, any projects assigned, keeping my subordinates informed and update,  

supporting employees with their decision and working with them to make proper future 
decisions, making sure their case loads are manageable and they are working cases properly, 
keeping my chain of command informed. 

 
Response#1: My assigned duties and responsibilities. 
 
Response#2: I am accountable for calls for service in and around my assigned work area, to insure the calls 

are completed correctly and the level of customer service I supply.  I can not be proactive 
since in   the event I get a complaint my side will not be heard.  The lack of pro-activity by 
NYCPD Officer’ come only AFTER the handling of TPD’s Officer by this administration and the 



City Commission.  This is what happens when you fail to allow Officers to do their job without 
risk of having every action placed under a microscope.  
 
“In recent months there have been a number of high profile case throughout the country that  
have caught the public’s attention and created a poisoned atmosphere where officers are 
being viewed with distrust, anger, hostility and worse”. 
 

  “As a result police officers are finding it difficult to reconcile this heightened tension with the  
public with their ability to do their job effectively.  Many officers are becoming overly pre 
occupied with staying out of the headline”. 
 

Response#3 My work and my fellow officers/co-workers.  I need to do my work within policy and state 

statute.  I need to treat all citizens in an unbiased manner and to treat everyone fairly and 

with respect. 

Response#4: For what I do while on or off duty.  I should be held to same standard as everyone else.  If I 
mess up on a call or investigation I should have it brought to my attention, and disciplined if it 
calls for it. 

 
Response#5:   My job responsibilities. 
 
Response# 6: Doing my job to standard in all areas. 
 
Response#7:   For my actions related to my profession. 
 
Response# 8: My performance goals and my job responsibilities. 
 
Response#9: Making sure my employees have access and approval for training opportunities, equipment 

needs, adequate staffing is met.  
 
Response#10:   Working my entire shift and not always complaining about the administration. 
 
Response#11: Appearance, attitude, work product , attendance. 
 
Response#12:   My job, policies, helping citizens. 
 
Response#13:   Making the contacts that my position requires.  My contacts include citizens, SAO’s office and 

other agency’s we conduct enforcement with. 
 

Response#14:  Everything I do. 
 
Response# 15:  Training leadership of my squad, management of resources, relaying/supporting department 

strategies. 
 
Response#16:   Not being able to take a long enough lunch unless I leave the building so I can’t eat at the 

office or I’ll have to work. 
 
Response# 17:  For what my section is responsible for and when it does not happen then it is my 

responsibility to find out why and come up with a fix or to take the blame. 
 
Response# 18:   My job performance and contributions to the unit. 
 
Response#19:   My actions only no one else. 
 
Response#20:   The quality of work that I do, my attitude when coming into contact with citizens. 
 



Response# 21:  My actions. 
 
Response#22:   Community interaction, zone. 
 
Response#23:   All aspects of my job performance and how I treat the public. 
 
Response#24:   proving safety and security of the citizens of Tallahassee.  Sometime these efforts cause 

public scrutiny. That does not mean the efforts were wrong. 
 
Response#25:   No response. 
 
Response#26:    My action on and off duty.  My actions reflect on the City of Tallahassee. On duty I should be 

accountable for the way I treat other, communicate w/others and my reports. 
 
Response#27:   Every assignment I am given and all of the duties and responsibilities of my current job 

description. 
  
Response#28:  My actions, decisions, and for what I do and fail to do. 
 
Response#1: violations of policy, criminal laws 
 
Response#2:  productivity and effectiveness. 
 
Response#3:  lack of job performance 
 
Response#4:   meeting department expectations and goals. 
 
Response#5:   performing my duties both efficiently and correctly. I have pride in putting in a good days W 
  Work, and feeling like I did something valuable at the end of each shift. 
 
 
Response#1: for my contact with the citizens in the community, my reports, my knowledge of State Law 

and Tallahassee Police Department Policies and Procedures. 
 
Response#2: doing my job and carrying out the Department’s Mission and Goals and Objectives. Sadly no one  
  from Management is communicating what the goals and objectives and the mission is. 
 
Response#3:    See above 
 
Response#4:     doing my job. Unfortunately when you are accountable, you are a rare person in the agency. I  

am convinced, Command Staff are well aware of people, especially supervisors who are not 
doing their job, but do nothing, except make excuses for them. This is one of the major 
reasons why people have no confidence in the promotion process, Also, it is a known fact that 
every supervisor makes if off of probation and will never get fired, unless it goes bad 
(publicly). In the last 20 year name a supervisor, who did not make it off probation??????????? 
Not every recruit makes it out of the program. Are we that good with promotion or do we not 
have enough follow up/accountability. 

 
Response#5:     the General Orders. It really is that simple 
 
 Response#6:  Time , professionalism, job performance 
 
Response#7:  Properly completing tasks within a reasonable time frame and fairly and equitable enforcing 

 laws within the community. 
 
 



Response#1: For everything within their job assignment, both on and off duty. 
 
 
Response#2: My everyday work and productivity.  I should also be held accountable for being able to  
  communicate with my fellow employees and supervisors in a professional and productive  
  manner.  
 
Response#3:    Job. 
 
Response#4     My position duties and what is merely expected of me and my representation of TPD. 
 
Response#5:    All my actions on and off the job. 
 
 
Response#1:    I should be accountable everything that I should reasonably be expected (emphasis on 
reasonable)  
  to be responsible for. 
 
Response#2:    My job description. 
 
Response#3:    My personal decisions and actions and those variables within my control. 
 
Response#4:    My job responsibilities. 
 
Response#5:   No response. 
 
Response#6:    Doing my job.  Not to be made an example for the community so the Chief can build his  
  resume.  Ask Mahan! 
 
Response#7:  Everything I do and say, I directly represent the department in my actions and work and  
             should be held to this standard.  I took an oath and hold myself to the highest standard. 
 
Response#8: My actions, proper communication with internal and external customers, policy and 

procedures and job requirements and standards, working this is a job not a hobby and I 
entered into this profession knowing there were challenges, I know I must adapt to different 
situations and use my training and knowledge for positive outcomes. 

 
Response#9:   Doing my job per the evaluation standards as set forth in annual evaluations. 
 
Response#10: No response. 
 
Response#11:    For the task given for the position. 
 
Response#12:    My performance goals the performance and effectiveness of the subordinates who work for 

 me. 
 
Response#13:    My work product, my actions, my attitude, my decision making (a lack therefore of), my  
  appearance,  my morale, my interactions with internal and external customers. 
 
Response#14: My subordinates and the impact my squad makes.  
 
Response#15: All work and equipment I am part of/use.  Also, my attitude and impact in the workplace. 
 



Response#16:  No response 
         
Response#17: My duties, my honesty/integrity, my ability to communicate with other, making good sound 

decision, encouraging a positive work environment. 
    
Response#18: Adhering to our written directives, meeting performance goals (as outlined in their job 

description and direction from their supervisor), providing leadership for their area of 
responsibility, and representing the city of Tallahassee, the Department, and the policing 
profession to the best of their ability as a public servant. 

 
 
Response#1: Being honest and not putting their career before doing the right thing for their employee.  If 

you stand up for nobody, you stand for nothing. 
 
Response#2: No response. 

 
Response#1: ONLY WHAT HE/SHE DOES – AND WHAT HIS/HER DIRECT REPORTS DO. 
 
Response#2: No response. 
 
Response#3:     Making sure his/her squad is handling their responsibility to the best of their ability. 
 
Response#4:  They should provide me with clear instructions on what our goals/objectives.  I should 

receive encouragement when I person well and constructive criticism when I fall short of 
expectations.  My supervisor does this, but there are others that do not.  If I know about these 
failures to supervise, management should be aware of it. 

 
Response#5: His/her duties and responsibilities according to their job task and assignment.  
 

 
Response#1: Himself and motivate the squad and stand up for the squad when they are not wrong, instead 

of jumping on the knee jerk reaction. 
 
Response#2: For managing schedules, quality control, conflict resolution and performance reviews. 
 
Response#3: Policy and procedure, service standards, conduct, court appearance, and the flow of 
information  
  between management and officer (both directions). 
 

 
Response#1: Providing the resources and support for me to do my job. 
 
Response#2: Being supervisors, checking work making decisions. 
 
Response#3:     Their performance. 
 
Response#4:  Unit performance, meeting department goals. 
 
Response#5:  Daily responsibilities, any projects assigned, keeping their subordinates informed and 

updates, keeping their chain of command informed, supporting subordinates decisions and 
allowing them to make decisions for the position they are in. 

 
 
Response#1: Assigned duties and responsibilities of themselves and subordinates. 
 



Response#2: My supervisor should be accountable for insuring those under him are completing their job  
assignments in a timely fashion, and sharing the work load and knowing what is going on 
within their district.  
 

Response#3:    His/her actions and for those they supervise. 

 
Response#4: The actions of ALL his subordinates.  He should be fair and monitor what they do and don’t 

do.  He should disseminate information from above or other departments that effect our job 
or unit.  If one of the members is not doing what they should be, he should deal with it 
accordingly. 

 
Response#5:   His job responsibilities. 
 
Response# 6: Maintaining department standards. 
 
Response#7:   Same for me. 
 
Response# 8: Their own responsibilities and working with their subordinates to assist them in their career 

path –too much “out” for myself attitude”. 
 
Response#9: Good communication to his subordinates, response to issues and concerns brought to their  
  attention, stay connected to his employees and be in touch.  
 
Response#10:   Making sure the proper things are being documented.  Making sure information is being 

passed  along smooth and accurately. 
 
Response#11: Same as above. 
 
Response#12:  “Practicing what they preach” and for giving more than supervisors, we need leaders.  We  
  have some great supervisors! 
 
Response#13:   For making sure that the goals of the unit are met but again there are no goals.  He/she 

should be held accountable to provide me with the proper tools to meet these goals and he 
should be accountable to follow up with me on a regular basis to see that my goals are met 
and that I have tools to complete my assignment. 
 

Response#14:  Making sure I have all of the right information to do my job. 
 
Response# 15:  Passing on direction and relaying communication. 
 
Response#16:   Too much workload when management should be helping in some way of lessening her 

workload and customers that come in. 
 
Response# 17:  For any goals or tasks they are assigned as well as for leading and managing those they 

supervise. 
 
Response# 18:  For ensuring we safely execute our mission assignment, morale, team work unit efficiency, 

along with their action/inactions. 
 
Response#19:   Is action in what we do or say to employee. 
 
Response#20:   The way they interact with his/her subordinates, and handling complex situations. 
 
Response# 21:  His subordinates. 
 



Response#22:   Reports, arrest. 
 
Response#23:   All aspects of their job performance. 
 
Response#24:   A lot more than they are.  Generally this department reflects responsibility down to the 

lowest  member of the chain. 
 
Response#25:   Overseeing their personnel and seeing to their needs/concerns in a timely manner. 
 
Response#26:   Making sure I do the above and make sure everyone is on his squad is held accountable.  
 
Response#27:  (Same as #2).  My supervisor should also give me clear, understandable, and attainable goals  
  and objectives and communicate clearly with me his/her mission/vision for our unit. 
 
Response#28:  His responsibilities and duties. 
 
 
Response#1: Watching out for the Department, making call s for service are handled correctly and in a 

timely manner, reports to make sure they have all needed information in them and that they 
are correct, that I am getting what I need to stay happy 

Response#2: doing his/her job. 
 
Response#3:      Dividing responsibilities equally; call-outs; teaching and mentoring; training opportunities-  

specifically the time to attend; managing staff-sometimes we are way too low on patrol. 
 
Response#4:     making sure I am doing my job and passing information up and down the chain of command.  

My supervisor should also not be afraid to make a decision sand not feel they will be crucified 
by the Chief, Deputy Chief of any member of Command Staff (this is one of the major reasons 
why information is not passed u the chain of command and gets topped at certain levels. 

 
Response#5: the same!  
 
Response#6:  Me and ability to lead/motivate/teach unit productivity 
  
Response#7:  Providing clear direction as to Department/Unit goals and resources need to complete tasks. 
 
Response#8:  Providing all the support need to do my job. Support me as long as I conduct myself within 

the policies and Code of Conduct of our agency. Should set a good example by his/her work 
ethic and conduct. 

 
 
Response#1: violations of policy, criminal  laws, contract violation and the actions of the officers they are 

responsible for. 
 
Response#2: when he or she fails to communicate something to his or her subordinates, and when that 

failure looks poorly on the subordinate. This happens often and the supervisor does not have 
any negative ramifications. 

 
Response#3:     motivating squad 
 
Response#4:     ensuring officers meet meeting department expectations and goals. Also motivating officers  
  and ensuring they have the tools and training needed to meet goals/expectations 
 
Response#5:  one thing….. ACOUNTABILITY! Being in the same unit for three years, I have had both very 

productive months, and several unproductive. I never heard from my supervisor for either 
praise or stepping it up. Supervisor needs to know what his superiors are doing, and that they 



are being valuable member of the team. Supervisors need to be leaders, and to lead by 
example 

 
Response#1: Creating a atmosphere where I can do my job. That includes protecting my squad form 

command staff. 
 
Response#2: Doing their job in a manner that is as fair as possible. 
   
Response#3:      Making sure zone officers dont sit on calls wasting time, squad motivation (positive) and  
  encouragement, consistency. 
 
Response#4      Ensuring I am able to do my job, suggesting how my job can be done better, and ensuring the 

 team mentality for the people he/she supervises 
 
Response#5: Supervising, being available to his officers and engaged. Pushing needs problems, etc. up the  
  chain so command staff is aware.   
 
Response#6:  No Response 
  
Response#7:  Providing clear direction as to Department/Unit goals and resources need to complete tasks. 
 
Response#8:  Passing information, approving, denying reports, ensuring all subordinates contribute to the  
  squad and are held to the same high standards. 
 
Response#9:  My supervisor should be held accountable for being a leader, managing their squad, using their  

knowledge and experience (because they all have that, otherwise they would not be 
promoted….right?) to teach officers and impact their K&E onto their officers.  

 
Encourage their officers to put in for outside trainings, to put in for other units and divisions 
throughout the department to make them well rounded.  Be a buffer between their officers 
and management.  Support their officers. 

 
Response#10: Future planning. Ensuring training is provided to employees. Rewards/ recognitions,  
  grooming employees to take their job in the future. 
 
Response#11:  Being fair to squad. time off, reward training 
 

 
Response#1: The same as above. 
 
Response#2: Their performance and that of their subordinates. 
 
Response#3: Providing direction and support in reference to my assignments. 
 
Response#4: Their job responsibilities. 
 
Response#5: No Response. 
 
Response#6: Doing his job.  Allow him to do his job stop crushing him for doing it.  What happened to “lead 

at your level” ?? 
 
Response#7: The same as above.  I hold myself to a higher standard and they should do the same and lead 

by example. 
 



Response#8: His/her actions, supervisor duties, proper notification when required, following policy and 
procedures, making sure everyone works not just a few to carry the weight of others.  If 
someone is not producing/working they should be called out and disciplined. 

 
Response#9: Should be held accountable for the same as above. 
 
Response#10: Keeping subordinates informed and leading by example. 
 
Response#11: My supervisor should be held accountable for the supervisor’s task requirements along with 

the position of anyone who works in the office with them when they are out of office when 
something specific may be required that the employee handles in the office. 

 
Response#12: Providing me with the resources I need to meet my performance goals, job requirements, and 

support in supervising the subordinates who work for me. 
 
Response#13: All of the same things I am accountable for as well as time keeping and management for those 

who work for them. 
 
 Response#14: Making sure I am holding people accountable. 
 
Response#15: His staff and all actions they take. 
 
Response#16: No response. 
 
Response#17: For their job duties, their job duties, their honesty/integrity, their ability to communicate 

with others, making good sound decisions, facilitating a positive work environment, and 
supporting their subordinates in their day to day tasks. 

 
Response#18: Adhering to our written directives, meeting performance goals (as outlined in their job  

description and direction from their supervisor), providing leadership for their area of 
responsibility, and representing the city of Tallahassee, the Department, and the policing 
profession to the best of their ability as a public servant. 

 
 
Response#1: Everything within their job assignment, both on and off duty. 
 
Response#2: Subordinates and work production.  My supervisor should ensure the unit I work in, is being 

taken care of and communicating up and down the chain.  
   
Response#3:   Job, people, property, making his or her employees are up to date on knowledge of job changes  
               and stop all the guessing. 
 
Response#4 Proper and consistent supervision of all staff members equally.  Provide  
  communication/training as changes are implemented. 
 
Response#5: All their action on and off the job.   
 
 
 
Management should be held accountable for: 

 
Response#1: We used to have a motto here at TPD “Look Good Sound Good”, unfortunately it never took 

into account to “do good”, subsequently the Command Staff lived b this window dressing for 
too long.  I have been here over 27 hears and seen it turned into my about the career path 



than doing the job.  I get no joy in writing that negative comments.  I am proud to be here, 
believe our mission is noble and worthwhile. 

 
Response#2: No response. 
 
 
Response#1: EVERYTHING THEY DO, AS WELL AS THE SUPERVISORS AND EMPLOYEES UNDER THEM.  
 
Response#2: No response. 
 
Response#3:    Providing officers and sergeants with the resources and training to work effectively. 
 
Response#4:  Clearly stating the department’s goals and how we are going to achieve them.  Saying “Serve 

the community” is too broad.  What do they want?  What can the officer do to help with that 
goal?  What are the department’s priorities?  We can’t be everything to everyone, which 
means we have to say no to some things.   
 
We have staffing issues, yet the department continues to send officers to calls where a crime 
has not even been committed (loud parties, minor traffic crashes, barking dogs, loud music).  
The office then has to worry about a lack of support from the department if the community 
has a bad perception of the encounter.   
 
Management should provide a fair promotions process.  The current one is shrouded in 
mystery where an officer suddenly receives an invitation to speak to the chief.  The criteria 
for being placed on the “short list” are never explained.  We hear the phrase “whole person 
concept”, yet junior officers who have a minimum of experience are chosen to see the chief 
while senior officers are not even given an interview.    Maybe these senior officers angered a 
member of command staff in the past and this prevents them from even being spoken to by 
the head of the agency.  This sends the message to your officers to never say a word that 
might offend anyone or you will be placed on the “bad” list.   
 
The CDA has been in existence for over a year.  The quality of service they provide has not 
improved, yet are told to be patient.  They are going to get someone else killed. 

 
 
Response#5:  Everything listed on question #3. 
 
 
Response#1: Everything because that is their job, but they say “do as I say not as I do”.  They are a bunch of 

liars 

Response#2: For leading from the front.  Management should be the go between from employees to city 
hall and employees and the media.  Management should promote morale as the encourages 
more and better work product. 

Response#3: Communication, fair/impartial treatment training, motivation of employees, supporting 
employees, promotions, sharing department goals/objectives, strategies, distributing 
resources. 

 
Response#1: Taking care of the troops.  Are we still a family?  Making logical decisions that benefit the 

department.  Listen to your folks. 
 
Response#2: That’s just it they should be held accountable period. 
 
Response#3:     Their performance. 



 
Response#4:  Department performance, community relations, communication to employees. 
 
 
Response#5:  Keeping their subordinates informed and update, keeping their chain of command informed,  

supporting subordinates decisions and allowing them to make decisions for the position they 
are in. 

 
Response#1: Assigned duties and responsibilities of themselves and subordinate, maintaining good moral 

in the department and success or failure of the department.   
 
Response#2: Management should be accountable for NOT Monday morning quarter backing officer’s 
decisions.   
  They should insure manpower is sufficient, and tools of the trade are available to the officer’s  
  who need them. 
 
Response#3:     Everything and everyone. 

Response#4: Same as above.  
 
Response#5:   Their actions and decisions. 
 
Response# 6: Giving supervisors what they need to maintain department standards. 
 
Response#7:   Supporting those on the street and stand beside the officer more than on them. 
 
Response# 8: Ensuring the employees are heard and not forcing something on them.  Management 

has/does make mistakes but are not held to the same standard others are. 
 
Response#9: Good communications, rumor control, stay in touch with their subordinates, making  

decisions that are reasonable and make sense in a timely manner.  Ensuring we have 
adequate equipment and resources.  Make transferees and promotion in a timely manner.  

 
Response#10:   For supporting their officers.  Listening to issues that officers are dealing with trying to make 

them Better.   Promoting competent people that work hard and make good decisions. 
 
Response#11: Same as above but also setting goals, providing positive and negative feedback, interacting 

with employees when there is no reason to. 
 
Response#12:   Agency changes, they also need to recognize the employee. 
 
Response#13:   To see the goals of the agency are met.  Management should be held accountable to see that 

supervisors are leading not sitting on their butts collecting a check.  Management should be 
held accountable to make sure the officer have tools to provide the best law enforcement 
response possible.  Management should be held accountable to set the standard we operate 
on and held to this same standard. 

 
Response#14:   Policing Sergeant- Officer relations.  Making sure the lower levels in the department maintain  
  good relationships and are able to cooperate well encourage to do their jobs. 
 
Response# 15:   Creating direction and community to employee. 
 
Response#16:   Spreads rumors, talking behind peoples back, taking personal phone calls inform of  

front of Captain and other customers.  Not being held accountable for what she says to 
customers.  Attitude on a daily basis.  Not training new people and expecting them to do what 
they want when they are nit-picky.   Disciplining without communicating beforehand.  



Attendance and time of personal apts and arrival.  Leaving early with so many excuses doing 
personal things on the clock.   No empathy not keeping her word with expectations. 
 

Response# 17:  The direction that the department takes, the decisions made or not made, at least 70 % of an  
employee’s moral as well as the message given to city hall and the community.  How policy is 
decided and implemented is one of top level management’s primary responsibilities and 
when there are those in the department with expertise that have valid information and 
information sources they must be utilized to make these decisions.  There is no way one or 
two people can have the knowledge base and experience to know the proper course on all the 
issues we face in today’s world so using available resources, especially human ones, is of 
utmost importance.  That is also how you gain confidence in your workforce and grow future 
leaders.  

 
Response# 18:  Their actions, or lack of there. 
 
Response#19: Their role. 
 
Response#20:   Motivating and supporting employees. 
 
Response#21:  The morale of the agency and supporting the officers. 
 
Response# 22:  Proper use of resources, motivation and training.  
 
Response#23:   Their job performance as well.  However they tend to deflect accountability towards lower  

rank.  Top leadership needs to stand up for what is right to city officials and the portion of the 
public that condemns the police department when we are justified in our actions. 

 
Response#24:   Clearly defining the departments desired effect of efforts put forth in fighting crime and 

quality  of life issues to Commissioners as well as the public.  Have conviction!!! 
 
Response#25:   Gather support for the dept.  from City Hall and citizens.  Getting additional staffing,  
  resources, supplies, pay benefits for officers who risk their lives every day to protect this city. 
 
Response#26:   No response. 
 
Response#27: Same as #3. 
 
Response#28:   Communication thought the agency and what they do and fail to do. 
 
 
Response#1: How the department is run, rules and regulations, make sure the equipment we have is 

working correctly and that we have the correct equipment. To protect and support us 
 
Response#2: clearly identifying and communicating the Department’s mission and goals and objectives.  
  Making timely decisions and providing Leadership and direction to the agency. 
 
Response#3:   Set the example; fight for more positions; Allocation of personnel and resources; salaries;  
  stand-up for dept. Training opportunities; recruitment; new building and /or more space. 
 
Response#4:  stopping this agency from going in the toilet. Management is a road block, especially at the  

Major and DC’s level. I am confident that the Chief is not getting timely and accurate 
information and if he is, it means he just does not care. Most of management is incompetent 
(esp. from Major and up) are killing moral within this agency. The Chief had been to 
numerous check –ons where he is told something different from officers and the 
officers/supervisors have told him the information was passed through the chain of 
command. 



 
Response#5: the big picture stuff. A CAD system that is a disaster. You can’t polish a turd, yet that is exactly  
  what is happening, That is one example. 
 
Response#6:  Me and supervisor, department, Training, Promotions, Morale 
 
Response#7: Properly staffing the agency and appropriately allocating resources within the department.   
            Supporting employees who act properly and consistent with provided training even in light of 
           negative publicity.  
 
Response#8: Providing all their supervisor’s and officer’s all the support they need to function at a high level. 

As long as we as officer’s conduct ourselves within the policies and regulations of or                    
department we should have the complete backing or our administration 100%. Patrol should 
not be looked at as a position of punishment by management. It should be an honor and held in 
highest regard as it is the backbone of this agency. Officer’s should not be allowed to incessantly 
transfer from one inside position to another without doing patrol time. GO-5 is flawed and 
needs to be reworked. Some positions such as Homicide Investigator need tome to become 
seasoned and good at their job. Constant in and out of personnel just for the sake of GO-5 is 
ludicrous. There should be a mix of semi-permanent and career development positions for this 
agency to perform at it highest level. Management should be held to the same punishment 
standards that the rank and file are. My goodness there have been several cases of past 
management transgressions that have either gone unpunished or glossed over because of 
favoritism. Treat us all EQUALLY. 

 
 

Response#1:  violations of policy, criminal laws, contract violations and the actions of the officers and 
supervisors they are responsible for. 

 
Response#2:   gaining the public support without discrediting individual officers or “hanging them out to 

dry”. If management does not overtly support its officers then morale will continue to be 
very low 

 
Response#3:   No Response 
 
Response#4:  not communicating with and supporting staff. 
 
Response#5: not only the overall whole of the agency, but more importantly the supervisors. They should 

 be accountable for making mistakes, just how the officers are. 
 
Response#1: How the department is run, rules and regulations, make sure the equipment we have is 

working correctly and that we have the correct equipment. To protect and support us 
 
Response#2: clearly identifying and communicating the Department’s mission and goals and objectives.  
  Making timely decisions and providing Leadership and direction to the agency. 
 
Response#3:   Set the example; fight for more positions; Allocation of personnel and resources; salaries;  
  stand-up for dept. Training opportunities; recruitment; new building and /or more space. 
 
Response#4:  stopping this agency from going in the toilet. Management is a road block, especially at the  
  Major and DC’s level. I am confident that the Chief is not getting timely and accurate  

information and if he is, it means he just does not care. Most of management is incompetent 
(esp. from Major and up) are killing moral within this agency. The Chief had been to 
numerous check –ons where he is told something different from officers and the 
officers/supervisors have told him the information was passed through the chain of 
command. 



 
Response#5: the big picture stuff. A CAD system that is a disaster. You can’t polish a turd, yet that is exactly 

 what is happening, That is one example. 
 
Response#6:  Me and supervisor, department, Training, Promotions, Morale 
 
Response#7: Properly staffing the agency and appropriately allocating resources within the department.  

Supporting employees who act properly and consistent with provided training even in light of 
negative publicity.  

 
 
Response#1: “First of all management is never held accountable for anything. They get promoted. Why was 

Foruseth not a subject in IA on all of the issues in CID. No one on command staff is ever a 
subject, they are always protected!!! 

 
Response#2: Decisions they make that result in a lower level of service for our citizens. 
 
Response#3:    Top-down leadership. Be accountable to your troops, rumor control (do you know how many  

officers are worried about IA and worried about what PBA is telling them. The chief pushing 
12 hr. shifts on the worst rotation?) – morale is the worst I’ve ever seen it. Awards wont help 
it! Visibility and command presence, encouragement of questions and support will. 

 
Response#4:  Making the staff happy and support of those working. Recognizing those that do good work 

and justifiably promoting those that deserve it, I have yet to see this occur 
 
Response#5: Meeting the needs of the line officers. Supporting the officers. Listening to the concerns of the  

community, but as the same time educating them on the reasons officers have to do certain 
things. 

 
Response#6: No Response 
 
Response#7:  Properly staffing the agency and appropriately allocating resources within the department.  

Supporting employees who act properly and consistent with provided training even in light 
of negative publicity.  

 
Response#8:  Taking employees interest morale and well being into decisions and not merely “allotting”  
  resources. 
 
Response#9:  Not making knee jerk decisions based on outside pressures (city hall, media, public….etc.) 

Make informed decisions that benefit both the city and the officers . Supporting their officers.                         
Stop being so detached from what the job actually entails and drop the “Us v. Them” attitude 
Even though tough decisions have to be made, stop making decision that adversely affect 

officers for no other reason that wanting to take control of something. If it isn’t broke, don’t 
fix it, the wheel has already been invented so stop trying to re-invent it. 

 
Response#10: Ensuring a fair promotional process. Ensuring employees are supported and happy this will  
  lead to more productive employees. 
 
Response#11: Staffing “Not doing a good job” Benefits available to employees. 
 
 
Response#1: Everything.  Their leadership skills and decision reflects on others and can motivate 

employees greatly to feel as a team.  
 
Response#2: For communicating the department’s goals and initiatives.  They should support their 



 employees; meet with them routinely to access the general morale of the department.  We 
 are all equal in a sense of police work and management tends to think they have all of the 
answers, while refusing to take suggestions or listen to the lower ranks.  This is not effective 
communication nor does one person know everything about this agency or how it needs to 
operate. 

 
Response#3:    Job same as above. 
 
Response#4 Ensuring all staff is receiving information on new practices/policies/GO’s outside of the 

 e-mail  updated to Power DMS to assure all staff is aware of changes. 
 
Response#5: All their actions on and off the job.  How the agency is run and the good/bad. 
 
 
Response#1: The same as above. 

 

Response#2: Leading the department more and less about appeasing, the members of the public they do  
  not like and never will, the department. 

Response#3: Supporting those under them whether it be in the public eye when officers are scrutinized or 
equipment/personnel needs.  They should fight for their troops with whomever makes the 
decisions associated with the issue at hand. 

Response#4: Everything.  But this does not occur. 

Response#5: No response. 

Response#6: Doing their job which does not include second guessing every decision made by supervisors 
and officer while they sit around and talk about how great they are. 

Response#7: The same as above and should be consistent across the board with accountability that they 
hold themselves and the rest of TPD too. 

Response#8: Management should be held accountable for decision, make some and see how things 
improve and if they do not make adjustments.  There is plenty of talk about changes being 
made but nothing happens.  Change the overlap in patrol if it does not work, made more 
changes at least show officers you are attempting to work on a problem.  If you have already 
made your mind up about 12 hour shifts ask for a group of officer to test the hours.  Don’t 
keep putting things off.  Don’t have your mind already made up, be open to Tallahassee and 
how is not like other cities in Florida.  Tallahassee is a city trying to be a small town.  

Response#9: Management should be held accountable for departmental efficiency, inter-agency 
communication and for leading the men and women who work here.  Moral is bad.  That is 
strong gauge for how the agency is being managed. 

Response#10: No response. 

Response#11: Their specific duties and the well- being of their subordinates.  Genuine concern is a need for 
all parties involved, not just expectation of their duties.  People are not robots with feelings. 

Response#12: Providing department members with a clear mission, goals, and objectives as well as a means 
of reaching said items.  Management should be accountable for communicating expectations 
and whole mission plans and directives to allow the members to achieve these for the safety 
and security of the community. 



Response#13: All actions of the supervisors they have working for them, as well as all the same things I am 
accountable for and my supervisor as well. 

Response#14: Making things easier for us below them and communication to Command Staff. 

Response#15: Anything that occurs in a department and all should be acknowledged when it goes well too. 

Response#16: The decision they make that affect members of the department. 

Response#17: All of the same things as supervisor but also being willing to make  a decision and support it.  
NO MORE “YES” MANAGERS. 

Response#18: Adhering to our written directives, meeting performance goals (as outlined in their job 
description and directions for their supervisor), providing leadership for the agency, and 
representing the City of Tallahassee, the Department, and the policing profession to the best 
of their ability as a public servant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
QUESTION#6    What do you believe is TPD’s greatest weakness? 

Response#1: Well the new Chief inherited a mess; the previous promotions were based on friends & family 
of a few.  Until City Hall allows a Chief to do their job we will be stagnate.  We have an ongoing 
uphill battle w/SAO, LCSO, and TLH Democrat which has gone on too long and has now 
affected our community.  We need a Chief & Command Staff to aggressively defend us when 
we are right, the masses really believe they aren’t supported or appreciated ie being forced to 
12 hr shifts when we are understaffed and have been for years,  Will not stand up for us in 
contract negotiations in any way size or form. 

 
Response#2:  Morale. 
 
 

Response#1: Currently, TPD’s greatest weaknesses include supervisors and managers with inadequate 
experience and education, prejudice of SWORN vs. NON-SWORN personnel, “know it all 
attitudes” and it’s leader.  While certain people are responsible for certain aspects of their 
behavior, everything in an agency trickles down.  It starts with the Chief.  There is no “my way 
or the highway”- that is completely childish, but that is the way the current chief thinks.  
Everyone should be treated respectfully and no one talked down to.  When you’re wrong, 
ADMIT YOU’RE WRONG.  Also, currently there is no direction from the Chief.  He doesn’t 
know where he wants the agency to go or what he wants, and so neither does anyone else.  
It’s a guessing game – a free fall, and no professional should be subjected to working under 
conditions such as those.  Unnecessary changes to systematic agency functions should not be 
made unless the manager takes into consideration the education and experience of the 
people who have been working in that specific area for years, and fully understands how 
those changes may be good or bad for the everyday operation of that unit, or if anything 
really needs to change.  Accept the fact that YOU don’t know everything, just because you 
have a little rank.   I believe firmly in the saying “don’t fix what’s not broken” – as such, don’t 
change things just for the sake of change.  It creates confusion and is ignorant. 

 
 
Response#2:  All of the categories in question #2 of this survey. 
 
Response#3:   A three way tie and front line supervision, a lack of accountability, customer service. 
 
 
Response#4:  There is a lack of communication at this agency.  Officers don’t have confidence that their 

chain of command passes on information to the chief without “filtering” it.  We don’t believe 
our true concerns are passed on.  Officers are also concerned that the chief’s directions are 
not properly passed on to the officers without being changed by command staff.  The 
captain’s come to check-on fairly frequently, so I do not believe the breakdown is at that level.  
The chief even comes down occasionally.  We often forget that there is a major in the chain, as 
the major does not come down.  On the rare occasion she comes in the major seems more 
concerned with people being late to check on rather than the other problems on patrol. 

 
Response#5: Requesting good contracts from the city for police officers. 
 

Response#1: Command Staff. 

Response#2: Lack of communication between management and employees.  Management promotes future 
members of management with absolutely no idea what these candidates work product is.  
Candidates are promoted based upon skin color, sex, sexual orientation and internal 



friendships.  There have been laughable promotions of inept candidates that should 
embarrass command staff and has all but ruined any perception that the majority of 
employees may have had of them. 

Response#3: Poor morale created by the actions of management, lack of support from the city commission 
as for as hiring enough officers to work the street, lack of targeting crime at its root. 

Response#1: When things go bad we fight and stay together. 
 
 
Response#2: There are good people working here. 
 
 
Response#3:  Selection of supervisors.    
 
 
Response#4:  Communication. 
 
 
Response#5:  Not allowing supervisors or officers to make routine daily decision without fear of 

punishment even if there is a small error made.  All decisions are not going to be correct, but 
we cannot be afraid to make decisions with approval.  Micromanaging.  There is a constant 
need to know immediately before all of the facts are gathered, therefore, it sometimes forces 
incorrect information to be given. 

 

Response#1: Unclear direction, lack of communication within the department.  Difficulty maintaining good 
morale. 

 
Response#2: One TPD’s weakness is the inability to be realistic about manpower.  I have worked 12 hours 
shifts  

in the past and in some cases it can be beneficial to the agency and community.  However the 
only thing I have heard about 12 hour shifts here is how it will put more boots on the street 
and the Chief will make sure they are permanent and one shift will not get any total 
weekends off.  The rumor again was “the Chief said, if you want a weekend off that is what 
vacation time is for”. 

 
We understand man power takes majority of a budget.  Plans for increasing manpower for 
today and the future should have been put in place years ago.   
 
There becomes a point a person becomes overwhelmed.  
 
Mgt increasing the number of IA investigator to six.  How should that be perceived?  You have 
a whole squad looking for complaints.  You are taking bodies off the street and then allowing 
the findings of an original IA complaint allegation to be unfounded yet insisting the officer to 
be found quality of another issue which was not originally brought up. 
 
This administration is head hunting officers in order to appease those whose interpretation 
of the law is skewed.   

 
Response#3:     There are many.  I start with Failure to support its own officers.   We have seen, in the  
  past 2 years, during the West Use of Force and the tasing in the D streets the lack of  
  support from the 3rd floor.  Neither officer violated policy or F.S.S., but they were  

 chastised and “punished” during the extended IA process.  Both events were on video,  
 Morale.   I guess that goes hand and hand with not supporting its own officers.  Morale is in 

the toilet.  Again, it has been bad for years, but after the West ordeal, it got worse.  And  when 



Ofc.  Mahan gets his punishment, it will go down even more.  Officers are scared to do 

anything because no one supports us.   We are doing what we are trained to do, but still get 

punished.  I’ve been told, it may be a rumor so give me if I’m wrong, but I’ve heard the morale 

issue and how poor it is came up with the Chief.  During the conversation, I was told the chief 

made the comment that morale is not his concern/problem.  If that is true, then he is dead 

wrong.  Morale is his issue.  Not only is it his issue, it is a huge issue to al of Command Staff. 

 I have taken many different leadership course in the past and have read different 

articles/publications on leadership.  In the following article and within his book, Bennett 

Simonton points out how managers (command staff and/or executive staff in our case) 

create-low morale in their employees. (http:www.bensimonto.com/how-managers-create-

low-moreale-htm).  One part which struck me, Simonton writes “And there are more negative 

effects on morale and workforce motivation associated with the command and control mode, 

specifically from not listening to employees and not dialoguing with them over workplace 

problems.  Without these facts, orders and directives from managers rarely address the real 

problems and more often exacerbate them.  This leads employees to distrust and disrespect 

management and causes further reduction of morale and workforce motivation”.  In our 

(officers) view, that hits the nail on the head.  If the officers were able to speak freely, like this 

survey, and if (and it’s a big IF) those in charge actually LISTENED to the concern/problems, I 

would like to think morale might just start trending upward.  Will it happen is another 

question.  My suggestion would be this.  I understand most of command staff hasn’t seen the 

inside of a patrol car, let along log into the CAD, for a long time so, for command staff to get a 

better feel of what patrol does, I would encourage the following.  Pick a Thursday, Friday, or 

Saturday afternoon (6-11 pm) and have the staff member take off the rank brass from their 

collars.  Grab a MDC, get a pool car, and get 10-8.  I think seeing first-hand what patrol deals 

with on a daily basis these days will open some eyes.  As I was doing some further research, I 

came across a ton of articles and publications on leadership in relation to morale.  The 

overwhelming theme for an agency to have good morale is effective communication between 

officers and leadership (TPD has zero), fairness when dealing with officers/employees (TPD 

does not do this), and employee recognition (TPD does do this, but due to poor morale, no 

one really cares).  It cannot be stressed enough, morale is huge and is everyone’s responsibly.  

It is hard to have good morale when no one is talking with each other (all levels within the 

agency), and changes that one person wants to make that is highly contested/opposed by 

94% of those who will be effected by making the unneeded changes. 

 Internal  Affairs.  Why are there 6 investigators there?  Is investigating officers for DAVID 

violations that important?  How long does something need to be investigated when it is on 

video?  The process is broken and needs fixing.  No more witch hunts.  It is not right and it is 

bring morale to its knees.  

 CDA.  Those persons who thought this was a good idea and pushed for it (city commissioners, 

county commissioners etc.)  need to be held accountable.  Will they?   No, they will not held 

accountable.  I really don’t the 3rd floor has any idea how bad it is.  When it first come out, we 

(officers who actually use it) all said it was only a matter of time before someone gets 

hurt/killed due to this faulty system.  Well, it happened and not much has changed.  I don’t 

fault the dispatchers/call takers totally; the whole process, from when the first call answered 

to when the dispatcher dispatches it, is horrible. 



Technology.  Redundancy is rampant.  First, THE is old and outdated.  JIS is even older and 

less user friendly.  It’s like we are stuck in 1992.  P1 was thought to be the answer, but it isn’t.  

We keep hearing how good it’s good it’s going to be, but we have had it for almost 2 years and 

we are still trying to fix it.  Why?  If we make an arrest, we have to complete the PC, then turn 

around and complete the HTE report.  We have to fill out all the personal data twice.  Sure, it’s 

only 15 minutes or so, but it adds up over time.  We need software that we only need to input 

information 1 time for all the different required reports:  software that is capable of “talking” 

with all of the different reporting software and databases we use.  And yes, I know this will 

have to probably be a joint system with LCSO.   Nothing is more frustrating than having to 

regurgitate the same information over and over again. 

Response#3:    There is too much to write about.  This could be a great agency.  However, there is too much 

back stabbing and politics.  We do not have support from our state attorney, from mayor, 

from city commissioners, and from our deceased sheriff etc.  They bad mouth us in the media 

and we just lie there and take it.  We continued to get bullied and we will continue trend until 

someone from command staff makes a public statement.  But this will not happen, because no 

one has the balls to and are too afraid that they will lose their job.   The issues with dispatch 

(CDA) and our new dispatch program is a joke.  We told them to fix the problem in three 

months or we are leaving Motorola.  That was about a year ago.  The issues with these items 

are serious and officer’s safety is a major one.  92% of officers do not want 12 hour shifts but 

we are going to them.  It will not solve the problem of being understaffed.  It will affect our 

officer safety and moral.  It is cheaper city to do this then hire officers.  We need a leader to 

tell the media to back off, and to put some other politicians in their place, and I think the new 

chief has it in him to do it.  IA is another major issue.  Lt. Gereg is doing a good job and 

undoing what the past supervisors have done.  This needs to continue.  Why do we have 8 or 

9 (or whatever it is) IA investigators up there if investigations are taking 5-6 months?  

Officers keep getting pulled from patrol to go to other divisions.  We have brass come into 

check on to ream us on a monthly basis and then say we are doing a good job and make good 

decisions.  For the most part, most of us do.  There are a few morons in the department that 

don’t, and we get grouped in with them.  Punish them or ream them, not everyone as a group.  

Crime is rabid because of two things…the lack of officers and the lack of support from within 
and from outside.  Do you really need someone to explain as to why traffic citations are down 
80% from the previous year?  No one wants to do proactive work and get into a situation 
where they did everything right, but then get suspended or disciplined because someone in 
the community complained because they don’t like the cops.  The criminals have started to 
figure out that we aren’t out there doing the proactive work and now it has finally began to 
show.  For those of us with families, it is not worth the risk.  When something has gone to IA 
(in the past before Gereg) you were quality until proven innocent.  I want to make it clear that 
there are some great command staff people up there, but not all.  I have seen a certain high 
ranking individual on scene of a OIS that had no clue what policy was and was ordering things 
to be done that were wrong.  Until a new Sgt should policy, that individual kept arguing that 
they were correct.  This is what we promote?  Some one that has no clue what to do, but barks 
order anyways.  This is only one example.  No one wants to say these things to the chief, 
because they are afraid what that will do to his/her career here, and be labeled a complainer.  
The Chief has a handful of issues I am sure of, but he is being shielded by some of command 
staff as to what is going on. 
 



Again, I am proud of my profession and proud to stand next to the officer net to me (at least 
most of them).  I think this really could be a great department as it used to be, but we need 
someone to lead us that way (the new chief is the man I feel) and to come out in the media 
and fire back at people that crap on us. 

 
Response#4:   Lack of support and confidence in the administration to do what is right and fair for its  
  officers. 
 
Response# 5: TPD has a tendency to appear in support of discipline against officer before incidents are  
  investigated properly. 
 
Response#6:   The support of the city and management. 
 
Response# 7: Management’s inability to lead to lead and its failure to support its employees. 
 
Response#8:  Communication and trust.  Too much back stabbing. 
 
Response#10:  We don’t stand up to anybody.  We allow the media, Sate Attorney, Sheriff’s Office and City 

Hall run all over us.  It’s been going on for years.  The State Attorney has clearly lied and been 
a bully towards our agency and we sit back and do nothing.  I believe we can do a better job 
with recruiting.  I find it hard to believe we only have minimal applicants.  In addition I 
believe our PIO department could do a better job.  TPD Officers do great work and you barely 
ever see press releases on great arrests.    It’s all negative.  That’s unacceptable.  The media 
used to run good pick me stories about TPD now everything is negative.  We need to do a 
better job in mending relationships with the media.  

 
 Response#11: Timely decision making from top levels or lack of decision making and lack of specific  
  Supervisory  training. 
 
Response#12:   Extreme low morale, officers feel constantly 2nd guessed, inner agency stress is worse than  
  exterior stresses, 12 hour shifts is stressing us out. 
 
Response#13:  TPD has fallen on the belief that this is business and we must have 100% customer  

satisfaction.  We have lost sight of the fact that we are cops and we must take action that the 
public is not going to like.  We have given the common citizen the belief that all they have to 
do is complain and all their problems with us are taken care of which we have proven over 
the past few years.  We have lost the respect of the citizens from the criminal element to the 
average citizen.  The criminals now were scared of our own management and they pray on 
that.  Examples are when a large crowd forms…What do we do??  Nothing, we allow them to 
interfere and place us at risk and management supports this.  The citizens call the Sheriff’s 
office because they now we won’t solve their problems.  Our officers blame the courts or 
command staff as to why our hands are tied and management hides behind the officer was 
wrong approach. 
 

Response#14:   Public perception is low right now.  We have to do everything possible to communicate with 
the public and make objectives clear. 

 
Response# 15:  Lack of moral within and outside.  Insistence to believe one approach/his idea will solve  
  everything. 
 
Response#16:   Management in employee resources, lack of attendance, lack of will to do any work, attitude  
  toward officers and customers. 

 
Response# 17:  Manpower has been our Achilles heel for 20 years and city hall has been informed but turned 

a deaf ear to save money.  They have saved millions and now the 12 hour shift issue has been 
raided again by management to address this ever present issue.  The true answer, the long 



term answer, is more human resources in order to police the way it needs to be done for the 
issues we face in Tallahassee without exhausting our workforce.  Twelve hour shifts is a short 
term fix on the backs of those already employed.  Eventually, even with them, more officers 
will be needed if they are not needed immediately.  There are no studies that show 12 hour 
shifts are good for anyone but management.  In fact the few studies done show that given the 
24/7/36 coverage we are responsible for the at 12 hour shifts are too long and therefore 
unsafe, 8 hours shift have too many days in a row and provide little to no overlapping shifts 
therefore 10 hour shifts that provide overlap and a healthy level of off duty time are the 
better choice.  As a city we have simply ignored the fact that we have to grow to keep up with 
the demand. 

 
Response# 18:  We do not stand up for ourselves regarding negative media, and to the small portions of the 

public which consistently attempt to vilify our performance. 
 
Response#19:   Support and backing employee. 
 
Response#20:   Not defending officers publicly. 
 
Response# 21:  Moral and staffing. 
 
Response#22:   Not including employees in decision (not need for all). 
 
Response#23:  Lack of support from top management with lack of communication. 
 
Response#24:   Command Staff. 
 
Response#25:  Morale of the officers is at an all-time low due to lack of support from Chain of Command and  
  City Hall. 
 
Response#26:   Not enough training, rifles are outdated when grants/funds are available, not buying the  
  programs for the MDC/report writing to work properly.  
 
Response#27:  Our greatest weakness currently is not trusting our leaders to lead.  The chief has mentioned 

in check-on several times our need to focus more on “our attention to detail”. The small  
 



things, but there does not seem to be any room for honest mistakes.  Good people are being 

hammered and destroyed for public opinion.  Many have done wrong and have to face4 the 

consequences of their actions, but others are being singled out to make a point 

 
Response#28:  Uncertainty no one knows what direct we are going in. 
 

 

Response#1: Lack of communication is the biggest problem,  

Response#2: A significant lack of leadership and experience in management/Command staff. A bunch of 
average managers in leadership positions that stand for nothing and take a stand for nothing 
until they find out what side of an issue the Chief is on and then they decide that is the best 
position to take. The mediocrity that has been bread among the Command Staff is killing the 
potential for work production because hard work doesn’t get one noticed and promoted. 

Response#3:  We try to be Everything to Everbody and we don’t have the resources. So instead of saying “we 
can’t do that” we do things half-way. TPD /COT need to prioritize what the time goals are and 
let’s do them 100% - not half-ass. 

Response#4: Management. Timely and accurate information is not getting to the Chief as a result, it is killing 
moral and if it is getting to the Chief, he (Chief) does not care. The Chief does not care about 
the officer and does not allow his Command Staff the ability to make decision and lead. 
Everything has to go to the Chief, which undermines everyone below him and slows the 
process. It is also ridiculous that operation plans take so long to get approved and that 
Command Staff reads CID reports for grammatical and content. I get making sure reports are 
accurate, but seriously missing a comma, etc… 

Response#5: We are now reaping years of very poor sowing, regarding promoting idiots. The members are 
sick and tired of promotions just to check a box 

Response#6: Promoting incompetence to meet a perceived need for diversity. Supervisor and managers 
don’t have experience or skills necessary to lead/ motivate/ educate/train employees. 

Response#7: The absence of leadership and an apparent inability to make any decisions (i.e., promotions, 
transfers, discipline). 

Response#8:  TPD’s greatest weakness is its inability to support all it personnel equally without double 
standards. TPD constantly punished all for the transgressions of 1 or a few. The huge majority 
of us work hard at our job. Let’s not forget the City of Tallahassee in this either. Our contract 
negotiations the last 4 years have been very very poor. I am embarrassed for the City 
administrators and negotiators. Do they really believe we are ignorant? I am a senior officer 
and have NOT had a raise in 4 years. Raising or salary by miniscule amounts and then hiking 
our pension and insurance contributors is appalling. I make much less now than I did in 4 
years ago. The city hasn’t even given us a raise commensurate with the rising cost of living 
each year. Yet the city has the audacity to grant its general employees 2.5% yearly raises and 
flaunt it in our faces each year. The men and women who protect them, their families, their 
property and that now in these times, stand the possibility of being gunned down white 
sitting in our patrol cars for no other reason than an incident that occurred 1,000 miles away, 
get nothing. I am ashamed of each and every city council member and anyone with the city 
involved in the recent negotiations. Your quality of people at TPD will suffer from this in the 



future.  I wonder if the people of this city would care if their quality of service would get 
worse because lesser quality individuals apply to become TPD officer’s? I believe they will.  

Response#1: The level of internal corruption that is prominent at the administrative level. This is then 
taught to the officers and is a trait that is rewarded through promotions and transfers. 

Response#2:  We let the public dictate how we run the department. Instead, more effort should be given to 
educate the public about our profession and why we do certain things a certain way and how 
we do them. I believe as an officer rises in rank, more often than not the perspective they had 
when they were an officer is lost and empathy, that is trying to understand what the officers 
go through without having experienced it themselves, is lost. 

Response#3:  Promoting incompetent supervisors 

Response#4: No Response 

Response#5: City Manager…The department is ran by the city manager sadly. Unit a city manager is put in 
place to allow a chief to establish ad build up the agency, very little will change. 

Response#1: Lack of communication is the biggest problem.  

Response#2: A significant lack of leadership and experience in management/Command staff. A bunch of 
average managers in leadership positions that stand for nothing and take a stand for nothing 
until they find out what side of an issue the Chief is on and then they decide that is the best 
position to take. The mediocrity that has been bread among the Command Staff is killing the 
potential for work production because hard work doesn’t get one noticed and promoted. 

Response#3:  We try to be Everything to Everbody and we don’t have the resources. So instead of saying “we 
can’t do that” we do things half-way. TPD /COT need to prioritize what the time goals are and 
let’s do them 100% - not half-ass. 

Response#4: Management. Timely and accurate information is not getting to the Chief as a result, it is killing 
moral and if it is getting to the Chief, he (Chief) does not care. The Chief does not care about 
the officer and does not allow his Command Staff the ability to make decision and lead. 
Everything has to go to the Chief, which undermines everyone below him and slows the 
process. It is also ridiculous that operation plans take so long to get approved and that 
Command Staff reads CID reports for grammatical and content. I get making sure reports are 
accurate, but seriously missing a comma, etc… 

Response#5: We are now reaping years of very poor sowing, regarding promoting idiots. The members are 
sick and tired of promotions just to check a box 

Response#6: Promoting incompetence to meet a perceived need for diversity. Supervisor and managers 
don’t have experience or skills necessary to lead/ motivate/ educate/train employees. 

Response#7: The absence of leadership and an apparent inability to make any decisions (i.e., promotions, 
transfers, discipline). 

Response#1: The chief! He will be gone in two years, and we will have to clean up the mess when he is gone. 
Build the resume and return to south Florida!!! 

Response#2: Constantly trying to placate to segments of the populace (such as politicians) as opposed to 
simply fighting to do the right thing. 

Response#3: Communication, top-down leadership, pride, efficiency  



Response#4: Support for its employees and favoritism for those that are underserving 

Response#5: Short staffed; has been for years 

Response#6: No Response 

Response#7: The absence of leadership and an apparent inability to make any decisions (i.e., promotions, 
transfers, discipline). 

Response#8: Lack of proper staffing. 

Response#9: Lack of leadership from top to bottom. There are several good supervisors here, but they are 
few and far between. 

                         Lack of support from supervisors in regards for the work we have to do, we have to be 
professional but we still need to do police work and not be hamstrung. 

Response#10: The gap between management/employee. 

Responsible#11: Staffing- levels  stagnate or decline over last 8-10 yrs city has grown over that time less 
time to be proactive. 

 

Response#1: Having many officers imply not knowing how to talk with citizens or using their authority to 
not be personable.  No everyone we encounter, regard of race or gender is a threat and just.  
Being able to use common sense in their decision making skills.  Leadership assigned to units 
and not asking their opinion for changes.  Some of the leadership have never worked in 
certain units, but find a way to force their ideas on others when they realistically will not 
work.  There is enough stress all the way around even for those that love their job 
assignments. 

Response#2: The morale of officers under this management is horrible.  There is no pride in the job we do 
anymore and officer no longer want to work.  This is compounded by the national trend of 
officers not being supported during use of force incidents and the feel is our officers have lost  
the support of management and City Hall.  I miss the general of togetherness that Chief 
McNeil  was great at brining to our department. 

Response#3: Not recognize the regular Admin people.  

Response#4: Fear of change and overlooking morale issues. 

Response#5: Poor morale, lack of public support, negative attitudes. 

 
Response#1: The same as above. 

Response#2: Leading the department more and less about appeasing, the members of the public they do 
not like and never will, the department. 

Response#3: Supporting those under them whether it be in the public eye when officers are scrutinized or 
equipment/personnel needs.  They should fight for their troops with whomever makes the 
decisions associated with the issue at hand. 

Response#4: Everything.  But this does not occur. 

Response#5: No response. 



Response#6: Doing their job which does not include second guessing every decision made by supervisors 
and officer while they sit around and talk about how great they are. 

Response#7: The same as above and should be consistent across the board with accountability that they 
hold themselves and the rest of TPD too. 

Response#8: Management should be held accountable for decision, make some and see how things 
improve and if they do not make adjustments.  There is plenty of talk about changes being 
made but nothing happens.  Change the overlap in patrol if it does not work, made more 
changes at least show officers you are attempting to work on a problem.  If you have already 
made your mind up about 12 hour shifts ask for a group of officer to test the hours.  Don’t 
keep putting things off.  Don’t have your mind already made up, be open to Tallahassee and 
how is not like other cities in Florida.  Tallahassee is a city trying to be a small town.  

Response#9: Management should be held accountable for departmental efficiency, inter-agency 
communication and for leading the men and women who work here.  Moral is bad.  That is 
strong gauge for how the agency is being managed. 

Response#10: No response. 

Response#11: Their specific duties and the well- being of their subordinates.  Genuine concern is a need for 
all parties involved, not just expectation of their duties.  People are not robots with feelings. 

 

Response#12: Providing department members with a clear mission, goals, and objectives as well as a means 
of reaching said items.  Management should be accountable for communicating expectations 
and whole mission plans and directives to allow the members to achieve these for the safety 
and security of the community. 

Response#13: All actions of the supervisors they have working for them, as well as all the same things I am 
accountable for and my supervisor as well. 

Response#14: Making things easier for us below them and communication to Command Staff. 

Response#15: Anything that occurs in a department and all should be acknowledged when it goes well too. 

Response#16: The decision they make that affect members of the department. 

Response#17: All of the same things as supervisor but also being willing to make  a decision and support it.  
NO MORE “YES” MANAGERS. 

Response#18: Adhering to our written directives, meeting performance goals (as outlined in their job 
description and directions for their supervisor), providing leadership for the agency, and 
representing the City of Tallahassee, the Department, and the policing profession to the best 
of their ability as a public servant. 

Response#1: Excessive interference from City Hall in daily operations. 

Response#2: We do not select leader based on their ability to lead, we use demographics and assignments 
more than anything. 

Response#3: Currently I believe that our greatest weakness is that we apologize for doing our jobs.  I 
understand that the public may often times not understand why we do the things we do and 
therefore, often times with prompting from the media or local politicians, cry out against 
police actions.  I believe that it is paramount that leadership not leave officers on an island 



when a controversial incident takes places.  I feel that most officers would agree that they do 
not expect to be thanked by their leadership for doing their duty.  However, a great part of 
what drives individuals to take on a life in law enforcement is because of their personal 
commitment to ideals such as loyalty.  When an officer must take action in the course of their 
duty that is highly scrutinized, simply having support from their leadership means 
everything.  It does not mean blind support, but at least not condemning the officer before a 
full review of the facts have been completed.  

Response#4: The current leadership.  The department is being micromanaged.  The moral is the lowest I’ve 
seen in over 20 years. 

Response#5: Lack of education of public officials and general public about crime issues and SAO 
relationship. 

Response#6: Lack of trust between officers, the Chief and Deputy Chief.  What the hell happened to 
Furuseth??????? Where is the voice  of reason? 

Response#7: Lack of communication up and down the chain.  The way we are changing things just to 
change them, although we may have been doing them the best way (the way we have always 
done it).  We also need to stop the knee jerking reactions to situations and actually get all the 
information in a timely manner before just implementing or changing anything.   Especially 
when it has to do with the majority of the department.   (example:  sexual battery training, 
VDI, fair and impartial policing.  

Response#8: Poor communication from the top to bottom and from the bottom to the top. 

Response#9: Micromanagement at the highest level has caused the belief that there is a bone fide and total 
lack of trust down the chain of command and that there is a misguided scrutiny for minor 
events/details.  Translation:  Officer/employees are afraid to do their job for fear of 
unintentional error, perceived incompetence or media scrutiny without shelter as provided 
from the agency. 

Response#10: Lack of solidarity at the line level due to low morale with perceived lack of support during 
contract negotiations, impending 12 hour shifts and constant micromanagement for minor 
tasks.  I am also tired of the lack of compassion for those who have difficulty in attending an 
in-service from 1-11, when at least half of the department works day shift.  Some 
accommodations should be made by making at least half of the classes 8-6 for those with 
child care issues or whose schedule is disrupted due to lack of flexibility on training’s behalf. 

Response#11: Low morale because the only time you see the Command Staff and others concerned about 
the face of the department is when something terrible has occurred and the an officer or 
employee may bring shame upon the dept. 

Response#12: TPD has not added officers commensurate with the rise in population, City size, and calls for 
service resulting in officers being unable to take the time needed to interact with victims, 
witnesses and community members in an effective way to bridge gaps.    There was a time 
when officers could interact with neighborhood members and relationships were important 
and lasting.  There is no little time for that now, I don’t believe recruit officers are even taught 
the value of spending time in such a manner. 

Response#13: The very thing Command Staff is preaching …”accountability” from the line officers to the first 
and second line supervisors, accountability is absent.  Management can  stand by  hiring   and 
seeking out quality candidates and promoting those who will hold their subordinates 
accountable.  



Response#14: Promotions we are not promoting  the right people.  You should have vocal Sgts. in the room 
when deciding. 

Response#15: Public perception. 

Response#16: Poor relationship with public or public perception of agency. 

Response#17: The inability of supervisors/managers to make decisions that aren’t questioned or changed.   
Having a Chief that doesn’t trust anyone but himself and his own decisions. 

Response#18:  Some members not seeing themselves as public servants (being called upon to help others, 
enforce the law without bias, and in all cases be humble!). 

 

 

QUESTION#7 What do you believe is TPD’s greatest strength? 

Response#1: We have great equipment, cars, uniforms, & weapons.  As far as people we have some great 
minds with some very dedicated individuals, just don’t think we maximize our potential.  
But that underlies some of the promotions.  We are stuck w/ many bad promotions from 
previous Chiefs. Some of the clicks are broken up now so there is hope in that manner.  We 
cannot turn this large ship around overnight so time will be needed, just hope we now see 
how important promotions and picking our leader affects the organization for years.  Stop the 
popularity and Johnny come lately contests at some time. 

 
 
Response#2: Patrol Officers 
 
 
Response#1: TPD used to be a prestigious agency, well-respected amongst peers in the state and outside, 

but it has become a mockery to many, especially over the past 2 years.  So currently, its 
greatest strength is the people still toughing it out, waiting for a GOOD Change; but currently 
all that is being displayed by Command Staff members is ignorance. 

 
 
Response#2: No response. 
 
 
Response#3:     Officers looking out for one another, regardless of circumstances. 
 
Response#4:  The officers continue to do their job and serve the community.  How do you think 

management/leadership has changed in the past year?  It hasn’t changed.  There was hope 
that we would see positive change, but so far it is more of the same.  Promotions are based on 
the friends and family plan.  Personality is prized over qualification/experience.  Officers 
don’t feel they are supported by the command staff.  The Mahan decision is the latest example 
of this. 

 
 
Response#5: Willingness to please the public. 
 
 
Response#1: Patrol Officers. 

Response#2: TPD’s greatest strength is in its people.  We have stuck together through many  



Response#3:  

 
 
 
Response#1: When things go bad we fight and stay together. 
 
 
Response#2: There are good people working here. 
 
 
Response#3:     Selection of supervisors. 
 
Response#4:  Professional, courteous employees. 
 
 
Response#5:  The people who work here, our training of routine tasks. 
 
 
Response#1: Dedicated employee, training. 
 
Response#2: Having worked other place, there was a time I would have said the amount of training 

provided to the officer is outstanding.  However that has come under scrutiny in the last year 
due to the misguided perception of excessive use of force.  That perception should have been 
headed off right away by the Chiefs Office and city Commissioners.  It was not.  Today 
strength would be hard for me to come by.  This agency has become a place to work rather 
than a career where police officers are attempting to serve our community.  
 
I am sorry to say I don’t know of a group which can single handedly provide a positive impact 
in the current climate.  The positive attitude has to start at the top.  The city commission gives 
the appearance it does not like the police department.   The commissioners speak of “police 
excessive force” and how “we<the city> are going to pay out a lot for this one” while only 
hearing a one sided view of the incident.  Is that positive?  Officer’s well within the law using 
force being placed on leave for not doing it the way someone else may have, but within the 
law and training. 
 
Law abiding citizens know that is difficult job.  They are not so quick to judge nor are they 
worried about promotion or keeping their jobs.  The squeaky wheel gets the oil, there are 
plenty of those throughout this community and in the past year, the city has consistently 
greased those attempting to make monetary gains and destroy police officers credibility.   

 
Response#3:    CCU is pretty good.  I think some of our “top secret” technology is good.  Other than that, I 

really can’t think of anything.  Sad isn’t it. 

Response#4: The training and equipment we receive is second to none. 
 
Response#5: We have a good work force if we were sure that we would have mgt. support. 
 
Response#6:   Regardless of public thoughts or actions officer remain professional. 
 
Response# 7: The fact we continue to our job and get it done even without support. 
 
Response#8:   The employees who come to work and remain professional despite the lack of support from 

management. 
 



Response# 9: Patrol Division hard working people who don’t often get lunch/dinner because were short 
staffed and nobody seems to car at the top. 

 
Response#10: We have good people and good training. 
 
Response#11:   Training (In-svs, In-house) for all troops, employees. 
 
Response#12: We have some great direct supervisor, a lot of untapped talent in our employees/overall I 

lover our employees and the potential of this agency. 
 
Response#13:   I don’t think we have one at this time.  There is no brotherhood here it s and every person for 

himself attitude.  The bus will run anyone over to get ahead of another person.  Again as a 20 
year vet or public safety (other than law enforcement) I have never seen a group of people 
hate each other so much as we do here. 

  
 I would like to challenge management to come out and work on a Friday night on patrol.  

Come in and get a pool car not your nice unmarked.  Sign into a zone with no rank and ask 
dispatch to treat you as any other patrol officer.  Now go from call to call in a car that barely 
works, a cad that stops all the time and calls holding all night.  See what we see and work with 
what we have…Then ask again what the problems at TPD are. 

 
Response#14:   Training – we believe in training. 
 
Response#15:  His people still doing the job through all the issue.  
 
Response#16:   Chief and Captain and Officers understanding and being there for their employees reactions 

to emergencies and media. 
 
Response# 17:  Education and training.  TPD’s reputation as an educated and well trained agency has been 

around since before anyone of us came to work here.  We have taken pride in being on the 
cutting edge of trends and issues involving training and have influenced/assisted many of the 
surrounding agencies.  We began requiring college back in the mid to late eighties when no 
one else would even consider it, we began to train and utilize PIT and TVI, as well as pepper 
spray and Tasers, before anyone else.  We are the third longest running CAELA accredited 
agency in the country.  Education and training are our strengths and they are directly tied to 
the quality of our members. 

 
Response#18:   Our patrol division and officers overall. 
 
Response# 19:  NA 
 
Response# 20:  Patrol. 
 
Response#21:  The vast amount of internal same knowledge. 
  
Response#22:   No response. 
 
Response# 23:  Training and rank and file personnel. 
 
Response#24:   Officers. 
 
Response#25:   The fact that the first line employees will continue to protect the citizens of the city and do 

more with less. 
 
Response#26:  The once a year training is good. 
 



Response#27:  Our people! We rise to every challenge and 99.9% of us do an outstanding job each and every 
day. 

 
Response#28:  Our history, our training, and our personal values to our profession. 
 
 
Response#1: I feel our training is the greatest strength. I do believe any other agency proves the training 

we have. I also believe the departments policies cover almost everything that we need to 
protect us 

Response#2: The Agency as a whole is made up of great people who want to help others and make a 
difference in making our community safe 

Response#3: The people-their dedication and commitment to the community and doing the right things to 
make Tallahassee the best place to live. Obviously patrol has the most impact in this area. 

Response#4: We could be a great agency, but unfortunately we are going backwards. The Chief needs to 
get direct and accurate information if he cares. He needs to explain why he is doing certain 
things and show/prove he care about us and the agency. 

Response#5: We carry on due to the inspiring leadership of A FEW select mid-management people and 
perhaps a few first line supervisors. 

Response#6: Bond among employees 

Response#7: No Response 

Response#8: Our people are our greatest strength. The rank and file. The worker bees who carry the load for 
this department. The supervisor’s who are out there every day with their people. They are 
the ones handling the priority calls. They are constantly being asked to do more and more. 
More paper is being added every day and allowing the individual officer to accomplish less 
and less. We do have good people in management. I would never insinuate that all 
management is poor. Some are outstanding. Some are not. There was a saying around TPD 
that used to go “if you want to get promoted, screw up”, “they’ll take you off the road, put you 
behind a desk and promote you. This certainly isn’t all inclusive but there have been several 
instances where this appear to be the case. Supervisor’s  and management must have good 
people skills as well as management abilities. 

 
 
Response#1: Its constant yearround fund raising, which is what this agency would rather spend its time 

doing. Rather that doing the dirty work of law enforcement. 

Response#2: TPD has many officers who wish to do their job in a way that is best for the public. They are 
prideful in their work and believe that they are making a difference in the communities they 
swore to protect. They understand that not every member of the public will support them but 
they protect and serve those members still. However, it is beginning to appear that not even 
the management of this department support them, and that we sit on opposite sides of the 
table, with management on the side of those members of the public that do not support law 
enforcement. 

Response#3: interacting with public 

Response#4: No Response 



Response#5: Training…. I am always impressed with the amount of training that is offered and that is 
allowed to be attended. At times this is bad because too many are in training, and not enough 
working on the streets. 

 
 
 
Response#1: I feel our training is the greatest strength. I do believe any other agency proves the training 

we have. I also believe the departments policies cover almost everything that we need to 
protect us 

Response#2: The Agency as a whole is made up of great people who want to help others and make a 
difference in making our community safe 

Response#3: The people-their dedication and commitment to the community and doing the right things to 
make Tallahassee the best place to live. Obviously patrol has the most impact in this area. 

Response#4: We could be a great agency, but unfortunately we are going backwards. The Chief needs to 
get direct and accurate information if he cares. He needs to explain why he is doing certain 
things and show/prove he care about us and the agency. 

Response#5: We carry on due to the inspiring leadership of A FEW select mid-management people and 
perhaps a few first line supervisors. 

Response#6: Bond among employees 

Response#7: No Response 

 
Response#1: The line officers sergeants, LT in spite of the chief and deputy chief they still perform and do 

amazing work. 

Response#2: Our training section and the department’s commitment to training. 

Response#3: Comraderie at the payroll level at least. 

Response#4: Those that come to work and do their jobs regardless of how poorly they are treated. 

Response#5: The line officers still wanting to do the best job they can under adverse situations with 
management, community members, and the adversarial view towards police nationwide. 

Response#6: No Response 

Response#7: No Response 

Response#8: Employee cooperation with all departments. 

Response#9:  The people that makes up the department. Despite being constantly hammered from all angles 
(management, media, city hall…etc.) making sure our job a lot more difficult than it has to be, 
they continue to act in a professional manner and do the job they love in hopes things get 
better. 

Response#10: Great people who work for the department. We are educated and moral individuals (for the 
most part). 

Response#11: History-employees 



 
 
Response#1: The ability to stay united during difficult times.  Most employees are able to self-motivate 

through tough times and maintain their job performance. 

Response#2: Our officers want to work and put bad guys in jail, but need the support and strength of a 
leader who is willing to go to bat for them.  The desire to work and make our community a 
safer place is there if fostered by the powers to be. 

Response#3: Try and prevent crime. 

Response#4: The will of most to overcome adversity and do the job set before them. 

Response#5: A great group of officer who try to do what is right. 

 
Response#1: Our people, our talented, motivates, creative people.  A fact often overlooked by some of our 

members/management. 

Response#2: We have many good officer and leaders. 

Response#3: We have good, motivated officers that want to catch “bad guys”.  We have a strong group of 
first line supervisors. 

Response#4: The rink and file.  They continue to save the community with very little direction and no 
leadership. 

Response#5: Educated employees that want to do good and help others. 

Response#6: In spite of a poor Command Staff, Officers continue to do a great job! (Lewis and Angulo)  

Response#7: Our training and personnel are extremely good.   We have individuals from other agencies 
comment on the amount and high quality of training we receive and it is above any.  We also 
get constant feedback from members of the community reference the high level of service 
that they receive from our members.  We need to focus on all the things that we are doing 
GREAT and stop hyper focusing on the one thing every now and then that we do poorly.  THIS 
IS A GREAT AGENCY and the majority of the employees still believe in what they do! 

Response#8: Great people who want to do a great job and serve the citizens of the community. 

Response#9: TPD is one of the best agencies in Florida.  High qualified personnel, superb state of the art 
training and equipment (exception is computer hardware and software), dedicated service to 
the citizens. 

Response#10: No response. 

Response#11: That no matter how they may feel or how they are treated Sworn/Non-Sword come to work 
and do their job. 

Response#12: I believe our greatest strength is still our people.  I think give clear mission and parameters, 
with the right support we can regain all of the ground lost over the last 5-7 years.  However, it 
would take the support and commitment from City Hall, to include funding to be the 
Department everyone expects us to be.  More with less only works for so long, and the 
community and individual officer are left with the shortfall. 



Response#13: The belief that change is around the corner and the hard work of those who work patrol and 
investigations will continue on a daily basis, deserve the lack of decision making by the Chief 
and members of Command Staff. 

Response#14: When you do a good jog TPD lets you know and awards are given. 

Response#15: Desire to improve. 

Response#16: The men and women employed are overall good quality. 

Response#17: Its’ officers….their ability to continue to do a good job regardless of what is happening around 
them.  Their ability to continue to give to the community even when they are not supported 
by the Agency. 

Response#18: Having a new set of commanders who DO see themselves as public servants, and not 
engaging in the petty quarrels and jealousies rampant in previous administrations. 










